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Introduction 
 
AggMapR Inc. conducted a review of aggregate resource inventory programs of the various 
Canadian Provincial Geological Surveys on behalf of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 
(INAC).  The study included a review of: the legislative framework affecting aggregate extraction; 
the style and details of their surficial and aggregate related surveys; the detail of mapping of 
deposit location, sampling and testing of materials for quality; and public accessibility to 
information on granular / aggregate resource materials.   
 
The review indicated that all provinces have legislation governing extraction of granular materials 
however the extent that it is applied varies substantively.  The terminology within the legislation 
varies from province to province and this individual terminology is then frequently incorporated 
into the aggregate mapping programs.  Ownership of aggregates varied from province to province.  
Some provinces or in some parts of a province, unconsolidated (non-bedrock materials) 
aggregates were included in the surface rights ownership. Other provinces retained varying 
degrees of ownership on the subsurface aggregate materials, unless the land grants specifically 
include the aggregate and or mineral rights. All provinces exercised some control over aggregate 
extraction operation depending upon the nature of the ownership.  Where ownership of aggregates 
was with the land title, environmental legislation was used to control extraction activities.  Some 
provinces had specific legislation governing extraction, varying from the Quarry Materials Act in 
Newfoundland, where the aggregate materials are owned by the Crown unless specifically 
included in the land grant; to Ontario, where the Aggregate Resources Act designates areas of the 
province where provincial control of aggregate extraction applies to private lands. 
 
The granular (aggregate) mapping programs in some provinces form a component of other 
mapping initiatives, typically surficial and glacial (Quaternary) mapping programs.  While a 
number of provinces have previously undertaken detailed aggregate resources mapping programs, 
only a few of the provinces have retained a complement of staff dedicated to aggregate mapping 
initiatives.   
 
In setting out to undertake an overview of aggregate resources inventories, a questionnaire (Table 
1) was developed and telephone interviews conducted with staff at the various provincial 
geological surveys.  Subsequently, the questionnaires were circulated to these staff.  The response 
was extremely poor, perhaps for a variety of reasons including the timing and the detail on the 
questionnaire.   The April mail out, was generally identified with being in conflict with staff 
preparations for their upcoming field season.  Similarly, follow up telephone calls to collect the 
information also received a poor reception and staff generally suggested visiting their provincial 
websites for the information. The questionnaires that were completed were incomplete and many 
included comments that suggested visiting their websites. This should not be considered as a 
negative, because the lack of staff response was most frequently offset by the availability of data 
on the websites. The majority of the information summarized in this study was gleaned from the 
provincial websites.   
 
A review of the websites and legislation demonstrates the diversity of both the terminology and 
availability of data, whether it is geological or aggregates mapping, in each of the provinces.  One 
common element to all websites was use of the term “geology” as a “key word” as the starting 
point for any search for “aggregates” on the provincial websites.  Often the word “aggregates” 
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would not appear during a keyword search. However the word would generally appear elsewhere 
in the website, indicating that the word was not a given status (not listed) as a “key word” on the 
home page of the website. 
 
The website pathways used in the materials presented, have been compiled for each province and 
the web links are shown for each step in the sequence used to drill down through the website to 
acquire access to the information or data.  
 
Information collected from each of the websites has been compiled either by selective 
downloading of information or through a series of screen captures that have been transferred into a 
slide presentation format for each province.  
 
Report Layout 
 
The layout of the report set out a series of chapters, one for each province starting in the west with 
British Columbia and progressing eastwards through to Newfoundland and Labrador.  
 
Each provincial chapter (to the extent possible) sets out the information under the following 
headings: 
 

1. Aggregate Ownership 
2. Legislation 
3. Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
4. Granular Resource Inventories 
5. Public Access and Availability of Data 
6. Reports/Publications 
7. References 

 
Appendix 1 is the electronic Power Point slide presentation delivered at a workshop entitled the 
“The NWT Granular Users Forum” hosted by Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) in 
Yellowknife, (September 27-28, 2006).  Participants included representatives from Aboriginal 
organizations, government, regulators, industry, resource management bodies, consultants and 
others with responsibilities for land use planning, screening and environmental impact assessment 
or environmental management. This presents a summary of information compiled from the 
provincial surveys. 
 
Appendix 2 includes the slide presentations prepared for each province that is a detailed review of 
the provincial websites, including: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, 
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland – Labrador. 
 
Appendix 3 is a slide presentation that: 

a) Compares the total Provincial Stone and Sand & Gravel Production by Year in each 
province and territory for the period 1995 to 2005 (Slides 1 to 12); and  

b)  Provides a comparison of the Annual Stone and Sand & Gravel Production within in each 
province and territory also over the period 1995 to 2005. 
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1 Sand and Gravel Resources Comments

Coverage of province (%) Area (Hectares or Km2)
By Map Sheet ~16%

Transportation Corridor
Other (specify)

 -
 -

Scale of mapping Coverage of province (%) Area (Hectares or Km2)
1:50000 ~6%
1:20000
1:10000

Other (specify)
 -
 -

2 Comments
Coverage of province (%) Area (Hectares or Km2)

By Map Sheet
Transportation Corridor

Other (specify)
 -
 -

Coverage of province (%) Area (Hectares or Km2)
1:50000 ~20%
1:20000
1:10000

Other (specify)
 -
 -

Style of Map Coverage

A tectonic assemblage map for the Province of (name deleted) has been compiled at 1:2 000 000-scale; the mineral 
exploration industry and producing mines have produced numerous other bedrock geology maps, at various scales, 
some are available to the publice (see ARIS and MINFILE comment below) while others are most certainly held in 
company files

Style of Map Coverage

Bedrock Resources 

Editors Note: Blank Lines and Some Blank Spaces have been merged or removed for printing proposes.

Scale of mapping

This is a complicated question; I have provided an estimate based on the 
equivalent number of 1:250 000 NTS sheets mapped; this estimate is based on 
data that is publicly available (see comments at bottom of this sheet) and does 
not inlcuded inventories done privately by the aggregate industry, municipalities, 
cities, or any other entity interested in gravel resources

remaining ~10% done at a variety of scales and may not necessarily be continuous over a whole 1:20 000, 1: 50 000, 
or 1:250 000-scale mapsheet (i.e. could be corridors or specific areas that do not conform to an NTS mapsheet 
boundary)

Questionnaire - Granular Resource Inventories - Sample derived from various Provincial Responses.
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3 Comments
Coverage of province (%) Area (Hectares or Km2)

Airphoto Analysis
Surficial Geology
Bedrock Geology

Coverage of province (%) Average #  per Map when used
Grab (Hand) Samples

Backhoe Test Pits
Auger Holes

Drilling
Other (specify)

Average Number per Year % Samples (Item 3) Analyzed
Grain Size Analysis Same as above.

Petrographic Analysis
Los Angeles Abrasion

Other (specify)
4 No. Completed to Date Coverage of province (%) Comments

Report Format
Open File Reports see comments under item 1.
Published Reports see comments under item 1.

Unpublished Reports see comments under item 1.
Other (Specify)

Base Map Format
Topographic Base Map all; at various scales
Surficial /Terrain Units

Bedrock Geology
Airphoto all; at various scales

Map Based Information
Sample Localities don't understand this question

Terrain Units don't understand this question
Geology Units don't understand this question

Material Classification don't understand this question
Quality or Potential Use don't understand this question

Other (Specify)

I would say that most of the inventories completed to date would use all three of these data sources (both primary and 
secondary) to produce aggregate potential/inventory maps; as I have not been involved with many of the aggregate 
potential/inventory projects completed for the Province, it would be impossible for me to estimate values for the 

Similar to the comment made above, all methods listed here have been used but I cannot estimate values for the 
"coverage of province (%)" column

all at >1:2 000 000-scale; portions of at scales <1:2 000 000

Field and Laboratory Testing

Publication Format

Format of Inventory Programs 
Desk Top

Details of Sampling

(if available please provide a sample legend)

all at >1:2 000 000-scale; portions of at scales <1:2 000 000
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Contact Information
Name Prime Contact
Ministry/Department

Division
Section
(Misc.)

Phone Number
Email

Publication of Information (if available, please send electronic listing of publications)

5 Number or % pre-2000 Number or % 2000 - 2005 Weblink or Comments
Report Types

Open File Reports cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
Published Reports cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Unpublished Reports cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
Other (Specify)

Report Formats (Specify)
Unformatted Text cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Formatted Text (Specify) cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
 -

Portable Document Format (pdf)

Public Website / Weblink
Other Website / Weblink

Contact Information
Name Prime Contact
Ministry/Department

Division
Section
(Misc.)

Phone Number
Email

Electronic Access to Reports

(if available on-line, please provide list of weblink)
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Table 1: Questionnaire - Granular Resource Inventories
Information Requested by AggMapR Inc. 2391 Tenth Side Road, Bradford, Ontario, L3Z 2A4

 


6 Number pre-2000 Number 2000 - 2005 Specify Format (Software, Pdf, etc.)
Electron Report Format cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Other (specify)

Electronic Map Data Format
CAD Format cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
GIS Format cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Pdf Format Only cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
Electronic Map Data Content

Sample Coordinates cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
Field Analyses cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Laboratory Analyses cannot estimate percentages see below for websites
Multi-element Database cannot estimate percentages see below for websites

Other (Specify)
 -
 -

Contact Information
Name Prime Contact
Ministry/Department

Division
Section
(Misc.)

Phone Number
Email

7 Weblink or Comments

Private Land (Bedrock)
Private Land (Sand and Gravel)

Crown Land (Bedrock)
Crown Land (Sand and Gravel)

(if available on-line, please provide weblink)

(if available on-line, please provide weblink)

Legislation - Licensing and Permitting Requirements for Extraction of Granular Resources

Electronic Access to Maps & Data

(if available on-line, please provide weblink)

Legislation applying to:
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8

Volumes of other spatial geologic data can also be found at MapPlace.

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/mining/Geolsurv/Aris/default.htm

http://webmap.em.gov.bc.ca/mapplace/minpot/aggregate.cfm

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/mining/Geolsurv/Minfile/default.htm

Assessment reports for mineral properties in BC can be found at:

Additional Comments - Helpful links as provided by Province of British Columbia
All publicly available aggregate data for the Province of BC can be found at:

Please Direct Questions to Doug Vanderveer, PGeo.; email: dvanderveer@aggmapr.com or call 905-775-8090

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/mining/Healsafe/mineereg.htm
http://www.frontcounterbc.gov.bc.ca/

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/subwebs/oilandgas/aggregates/studies.htm
http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/mining/Geolsurv/Publications/default.htm

This information will assist Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development with granular inventories in northern Canada

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/subwebs/oilandgas/aggregates/aggregates.htm

Information regarding Crown land, tenure, and permission to mine aggregate in BC can be found at:

On-line surficial geology, aggregate potential, and bedrock geology reports and maps for BC can be found at:

Information on mineral occurrences BC can be found at:

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/mining/Geolsurv/MapPlace/themeMaps.htm
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1.0 British Columbia Aggregate Resources 
 
1.1 Aggregate Ownership 
 
Ownership of the land upon which pits occur varies. Some are on privately owned and operated 
while others are on Crown Land, First Nations Band Land or on private land owned by someone 
other than the pit operator. Aggregate pits and quarries are designated as mines.  
 
Private Land 
The Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources is responsible for the planning, 
management and regulation of aggregates, including permitting, health, safety and reclamation. 
Owners or operators of all private aggregate pits must file Notices of Work as part of the 
permitting and reclamation process.  
 
Crown Land 
On Crown Land applications are submitted for Quarry Tenure on Crown Land administered by 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands – Crown Land Administration Division under the “Crown 
Land Operational Policy: Aggregate and Quarry Materials” (Appendix A) located at the on-line 
weblink at:  
 

http://www.al.gov.bc.ca/clad/leg_policies/policies/aggregates.pdf 
 
The objectives of the policy are: 

• To provide policy for the use of Crown land containing or potentially containing quarry 
materials required for commercial and industrial purposes. 

• To enhance the viability of quarry operations by protecting and assuring a continuous 
supply of Crown land for quarry materials extraction by private and public sectors. 

• To ensure an equitable allocation of quarry lands among private operators and public 
agencies. 

• To ensure efficient use of Crown land containing quarry resources. 
• To provide a fair economic return to the Crown for the extraction of quarried materials in 

a manner which is equitable to the quarry industry. 
• To foster the safe and orderly development of quarry operations authorized on Crown 

land pursuant to programs and legislation administered by government. 
• To promote administrative efficiency through the utilization of the technical expertise of 

other agencies involved in safety and reclamation of mining and quarry lands. 
• To facilitate the operation of quarry activities in a manner which minimizes adverse 

environmental impacts on Crown land. 
• To encourage the common use of quarry sites by private operators where small quantities 

of materials are required on an occasional basis. 
 
A licence of occupation is the normal form of tenure for quarry dispositions during the 
promotion (capital raising), physical development and production stages. The normal term issued 
is five years, but where need is proven (e.g. quarry operator has long-term obligations as a 
supplier, quarry operator has diligently used the site for several years and continued use can be 
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expected), a longer-term tenure may be offered. A replacement licence may be issued with a 
term of up to 10 years. 
 
1.2 Legislation 
 
Private Land: Licensing and Permitting – Ministry of Energy & Mines  
 
In British Columbia various Federal, Provincial and local agencies may each have authority to 
govern aspects of the aggregate industry and require permits. To begin the permit application 
process, potential operators should contact a Ministry of Energy & Mines - Mines Branch 
Regional Office to obtain a “Notice of Work and Reclamation for Sand and Gravel and/or Rock 
Quarry” form, which serves as a Mines Act permit application. In reviewing the Notice of Work, 
the Ministry of Energy & Mines will refer the application to other applicable Federal and 
Provincial agencies and initiate a public review if required. 
 
Other Legislation 
 
Aggregate Operations may also subject to the following Legislation: Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act, Fisheries Act, Canadian Environmental Protection Act, Migratory Birds 
Convention Mines Act, Canada Wildlife Act, International River Improvements Act, Navigable 
Waters Protection Act, Mines Act, Local Government Act, Wildlife Act, Waste Management 
Act, Land Act, Soil Conservation Act, Forest Land Reserve Act, Agricultural Land Reserve Act, 
Highway Act, Forest Act, Range Act, Forest Practices Code Act, Heritage Conservation Act, 
Water Act, Environmental Assessment Act 
 
These requirements are described in the "Aggregate Operators Best Management Practices 
Handbook for British Columbia" (Appendix A) which is available on-line at: 
 
 http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/MiningStats/55AOBMPHand_pdf.htm 
 
1.3 Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
 
Information about aggregate pits in British Columbia is collected and managed primarily by two 
ministries - the Ministry of Transportation and Highways and the Ministry of Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources. The Ministry of Transportation and Highways has collected data on 4 to 5 
thousand public pits in order to ensure an adequate supply of good quality gravel is available for 
construction, maintenance and rehabilitation of highways in the province. 
 
These data were managed by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways using three systems: 
ADIS (aggregate deposit information system), ARMS (aggregate resource management system) 
and RAAMS (regional aggregate account management system).  
 
These 3 systems will be replaced by a new system, GMSS that will assemble the data of the 
previous systems. This new database will provide more complete data and eliminate duplication 
and errors in location and status of pits.  
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Efforts to establish a provincial inventory of private pits have been based on records derived 
from the permitting and reclamation process administered by the Ministry of Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources. Individual pit identifications and locations were obtained, reviewed and 
upgraded. The locations were plotted on 1:50 000 scale base maps, digitized and compiled in a 
simple dBase format.  
 
In total, over six hundred currently permitted pits, and a lesser number of reclaimed pits, have 
been located accurately for inclusion in the database. Where possible, the landform associated 
with each pit has also been determined.  
 
Aggregate demand for construction in the Lower Mainland is estimated to be 20 to 30 million 
tones per year, including fill and backfill not normally included in the definition of aggregate but 
originating from similar sources. Aggregate sources include: the following general locations:  

• Coastal pits on tidewater - 8 million tonnes per year 
• North side of the Fraser River - 4 million tonnes per year 
• North side of the Fraser River - 4 million tonnes per year 
• Matsqui/Abbotsford and Chilliwack - 4 million tonnes per year 
• Fraser River - 4 million tonnes per year (including 3 million tonnes of dredged sand) 
• Quarries on Texada - 1 million tonnes per year 
• Imports from the US - 1 million tonnes per year 

 
1.4 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
The Aggregate Project was established in order to effectively manage Aggregate Resources in 
British Columbia.  
 
 The goals of the program are:  

• To establish an Inventory of natural and crushed aggregate pits in British Columbia  
• To produce a series of Aggregate Potential Maps for key growth and development areas 

in the province 
• To improve information transfer and data management between key provincial ministries.  

The Northeast BC Aggregate Mapping Program is managed by the Oil and Gas Division, 
Resource Development and Geoscience Branch. 

 
1.5 Public Access and Availability of Data 
 
On-Line Access to Information 
 
Online interactive access to the data and mapping is available from the Aggregate Project at:  
Website: http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geolsurv/Surficial/aggregate/default.htm. shown in 
Figure 1 
 
Digital Files of Aggregate Resource Potential maps can be download or viewed interactively. 
The index map (Figure 2) provides an indication of where the aggregate mapping has been 
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completed with a focus on areas of population and aggregate demand.  Aggregate occurrence 
maps are available on line as shown in Figure 3.  Metadata for the Aggregate Potential Maps 
and the Aggregate Inventory are available free in downloadable digital files and are viewable 
through the Aggregate Inventory (Private Pits) layer within the Mineral Inventory layer group.  
 
Aggregate potential maps provide guidelines for testing, evaluating and managing aggregate 
resources within a defined area.  The maps provide first approximation estimates of broad, 
regional aggregate distribution and are suitable for use by municipal and landuse planners as well 
as the aggregate industry.  

Digital Data Downloads 

• Aggregate Potential Studies of seven (7) areas (Figure 4), including: Prince George, 
Okanagan (Figure 5), Nanaimo, Sea-to-Sky (Figure 6), Sunshine Coast,  North Coast and 
Northeast BC. The aggregate resource potential is represented as polygons on the map 
and qualitatively ranks the relative potential of the areas. The studies include landforms 
and pit locations.  

• Aggregate Pit data including: Private Pits based on compilation of Notices of Work 
(1996), Construction Aggregate Operations (2004), Public and Private Pits (2004), data 
from the “Lower Mainland Construction Aggregates Demand Study” (2005), 
Construction Aggregate Operations in BC (2005) and the Northeast BC Aggregate 
Mapping Program (2006) were added in recent years;  

• Aggregate Tenures data current as of April 27, 2005 and includes 
• GSC Surficial Geology layer (1:5M) from Surficial materials of Canada, Fulton, R.J.; 

Geological Survey of Canada, "A" Series Map 1880A, 1995.  

Figure 3 shows a sample of the Interactive Mapping of aggregate occurrence map for the 
“Northeast British Columbia Aggregate Mapping Program” located at:  

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/subwebs/oilandgas/aggregates/map/aggregate.svg 

Pit and Quarry Database: 

The database of private aggregate pits in British Columbia was compiled as part of the B.C. 
Geological Survey Branch's Aggregate Inventory Project. In this compilation, private pits were 
considered to be only those natural aggregate occurrences for which an application by an 
operator for a Notice of Work had been received and subsequently issued by the Ministry of 
Employment and Investment. All other pits, including public pits operated by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, are not included. Information about each pit in the database file 
includes its location (both latitude/longitude and UTM coordinates), NTS map sheet number, 
Notice of Work file number and status (active/inactive) and the type of landform hosting the pit. 
The inventory can be viewed on the MapPlace Aggregate Potential Maps. 
 
1.6 Reports/Publications 
 
Various Publications on Aggregates are available for download for free on PDF 
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Attributes include: material type, thickness, area, volume, surficial drainage, overburden type 
and thickness, etc. 
 
Information on aggregates including statistics and aggregate potential maps are available from 
the “MapPlace” at:  
 
http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geolsurv/Surficial/aggregate/default.htm. 
 
An index and interactive map of aggregate potential mapping (Figure 7) is available at:  
 
http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geolsurv/MapPlace/MoreDetails/aggregate.htm 
 
Maps of seven (7) aggregate potential studies (Figure 4), including: Prince George, Okanagan 
(Figure 5), Nanaimo, Sea-to-Sky (Figure 6), Sunshine Coast,  North Coast and Northeast BC. 
Digital Data Downloads are available. Each study represents areas of aggregate resource 
potential as polygons on the map and qualitatively ranks the relative potential of the areas. The 
studies include landforms and pit locations.  The NEBC Aggregate area displays and reports on 
roads, showings, prospects and deposits. Other Aggregate Pit data displayed include: Private Pits 
(permitted and reclaimed) based on an 1996 compilation of Notices of Work (Open File 1996-5); 
Construction Aggregate Operations, Public and Private Pits compiled in March 2004.  

The Legend Window is organized into themes: geology, mineral occurrence, ARIS and mineral 
title layers. The aggregate potential layers are located next to the geology layers in the legend 
and include aggregate pit layers for the Okanagan, Nanaimo, Sea-to-Sky, Sunshine Coast and 
North coast areas. Reports and photos of the aggregate pits are available for most of the pits.  

Information on Surficial Geology mapping is available online through a link to a map index and 
viewer (Figure 8), which can be found at: 

http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geolsurv/MapPlace/MoreDetails/OF_13.htm 

The surficial geology can be viewed interactively as shown in Figure 9 at:  
 
http://webmap.em.gov.bc.ca/mapplace/minpot/OF_13map.cfm. 
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To Order: 
Additional Information: British Columbia Geological Survey Branch 
 
 
7. Title: Sea to Sky Aggregate Potential Project 
Open File # 2001-12 
Author: A.S. Hickin, E.D. Brooks, A.B. Dixon-Warren, P.T. Bobrowsky 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference:  
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: British Columbia Geological Survey Branch 
 
 
8. Title: Aggregate Potential Okanagan North  
Author: Government of British Columbia 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: http://ebony.gov.bc.ca/mapplace/maps/minpot/aggregate.MWF 
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9. Title: Aggregate Potential Okanagan South 
Author: Government of British Columbia 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: http://ebony.gov.bc.ca/mapplace/maps/minpot/aggregate.MWF 
 
 
10. Title: Aggregate Potential Okanagan Central 
Author: Government of British Columbia 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: http://ebony.gov.bc.ca/mapplace/maps/minpot/aggregate.MWF 
 
 
11. Title: Surficial Geology and Aggregate Potential Mapping for Northeast British Columbia 
Author: Government of British Columbia 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: Resource Development and Geoscience Branch 
 
 
12. Title: Sierra/Yoyo/Desan Aggregate Potential Map 
Author: Heather Blyth, Victor Levson 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: British Columbia Ministry Energy and Mines 
 
13. Title: British Columbia: Sample Surficial Geology (Terrain) Map - Muchalat Lake 
Author:  
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: British Columbia Ministry Energy and Mines 
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Aggregate Policy and Legislation 
 
 
14. Title: Land Use Operational Policy – Aggregate and Quarry Materials 
Author: Assistant Deputy Minister, Crown Land Administration Division 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: Land Act (Ch. 245 R.S.B.C. 1996), Section 19 & 28 Mines Act (Ch. 293 
R.S.B.C. 1996) 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: Crown Land Administration Division 
 
15. Title: Aggregate Operators Best Management Practices Handbook 
Author: Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM), British Columbia 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: Mines Act (Ch. 293 R.S.B.C. 1996) 
Category: Miscellaneous  
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: Crown Land Administration Division 
 
 
 



Figure 1: BC - Website access to  Information on Aggregates
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Figure 2: BC - Terrain Indexes to Aggregate Resources Mapping 
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Figure 3: BC - Website access – Aggregate Occurrences
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Figure 4: British Columbia – Aggregate Potential Study Areas
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Figure 5: British Columbia – Okanagan Aggregate Landforms
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Figure 6: British Columbia – Sea to Sky Aggregate Potential Project
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Figure 7: British Columbia Website – Aggregate Occurrences
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Figure 8: BC - Online Interactive Index to Surficial Geology Map
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Figure 9: British Columbia Online Interactive Surficial Geology Map
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2.0 Alberta Aggregate Resources 
 
2.1 Aggregate Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
The Law of Property Act of Alberta defines the ownership of these minerals (sand, clay, marl 
and gravel) as belonging to the owner of the surface of land if the material can be obtained by 
stripping off the overburden or excavating from the surface, or otherwise recovered by surface 
operations. Refer to the Department of Sustainable Resource Development weblink at:  
 

http://www.srd.gov.ab.ca/land/fp_managing.html 
 
Public (Crown) Land 
 
The Province administers extraction activities under the Public Lands Act and the Disposition 
and Fees Regulations as set out in the weblink at:   
 

http://www.srd.gov.ab.ca/lands/usingpublicland/default.aspx 
 
These requirements are summarize in two publications: 

“A Guide to “Surface Material” Resource Extraction on Public Land”; and  
“Alberta Aggregate (Sand and Gravel) Allocation Policy for Commercial Use on Public 

Land”  
available for download in pdf format for the weblink at: 
 

http://www.srd.gov.ab.ca/lands/usingpublicland/surfacematerials.aspx 
 
2.1 Legislation 
 
Departmental Responsibility for Aggregates 
 
Land and Forest Service and Public Lands Division of the Department of Alberta Sustainable 
Resource Development (ASRD) promotes the development of surface materials based on the 
following principles: 

• Orderly and efficient resource management through proper resource evaluation, planning, 
allocation and appropriate use of the surface material resources; and 

• Environmental protection as an integral part in the planning and development of the 
surface material resources. 

 
Permitting and Licensing 
 
Mines and Minerals Act - defines sand, clay, marl, and gravel as minerals. 
 
The Law of Property Act - defines the ownership of these minerals (sand, clay, marl and gravel) 
as belonging to the owner of the surface of land if the material can be obtained by 
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stripping off the overburden or excavating from the surface, or otherwise recovered by surface 
operations. 
 
The Public Lands Act - authorizes and regulates the allocation and use of public land. 
 
The Disposition and Fees Regulations - authorizes extraction of Surface Materials 
(silt, clay, marl, sand and gravel) on public land, through the issuance of 
Surface Material Licences (includes Public Pit Licences), Surface Material Leases, and 
Disposition Reservations (for government agencies). 
 
The Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPEA) - makes pits on public land 
subject to conservation and reclamation requirements. The Act gives authority to the Minister to 
delegate reclamation certification duties to Conservation & Reclamation Inspectors. The officers 
under the Public Lands Act have been designated as Inspectors under EPEA and issue 
reclamation certificates.  Pits on private lands that are less than 5ha in size are exempt from the 
EPEA however they must follow the Environmental Protection Guidelines for Pits. 
 
Activities Designation Regulations – excludes surface material extraction operations 
on public land from the requirement to obtain an approval under EPEA. Approval, for 
any size of operation on public land, is obtained through the Public Lands Act. 
 
Conservation and Reclamation Regulation – allows the specification of reclamation 
standards. Describes the inquiry process for issuing reclamation certificates. Identifies 
how Environment Orders are used to ensure compliance with EPEA and the Regulation. 
 
In all cases, when it comes time to certify the reclamation work on the site, the Inspector (land 
manager) must look to the definitions in the Conservation and Reclamation Regulation to 
determine what kind of activity has been conducted and therefore what the certification 
requirements. 
 
A Conservation and Reclamation Information Letter (C&R/IL/98-2 March, 1998) provides 
guidance and clarifies the application of the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act 
(EPEA) to pits located on private and public lands. 
 
Excerpts from weblink (http://www.environment.gov.ab.ca/info/library/6878.pdf) 

 
This Information Letter applies to pits (sand, gravel, clay, and marl). It clarifies how Alberta  
environmental Protection interprets the term “operating a pit” under the Environmental Protection and 
Enhancement Act (EPEA) and its Regulations.  
 
Private Land Pits 
EPEA requires an operator to obtain an approval before starting pit operations, which will create a surface 
disturbance exceeding 5 hectares (12.5 acres). Operators of pits creating less than 5 hectares of surface 
disturbance on private land do not require an EPEA approval. However, they must follow the 
Environmental Protection Guidelines for Pits (Conservation and Reclamation Information Letter 96-5). 
regulations, and other applicable Acts such as the Public Lands Act and the Water Resources Act. 
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Public Land Pits 
Pits on public land do not require an EPEA approval, but they do require a licence or lease under the Public 
Lands Act. Pits on public land must also follow the Environmental Protection Guidelines, and terms and  
conditions of their lease or licence. Where there is a difference between the Environmental Protection 
Guidelines and a licence or lease, the licence or lease takes precedence.  

 
2.3 Granular Resource Inventories  
 
The Alberta Geological Survey within the Energy and Utilities Services Board has the 
responsibility for aggregate resource identification and resource assessments. Mapping the 
aggregate (sand and gravel) surveys cover the majority of the province.  
 
Sand and Gravel Inventory 
 
The sand and gravel data for the areas cross-hatched in orange (Figure 1) has been compiled into 
digital format, whereas the data for the green cross-hatched area is available in hard copy only.  
The grey areas have not been mapped. Selecting a specific map sheet produces a map displaying 
the location of the aggregate resources.  E.g. Map Sheet 83H (Edmonton) provides zoomed in 
view of the map of the aggregate deposits (Figure 2). 
 
Selecting one of the deposits with the cursor (e.g. deposit NE of Edmonton) produces an 
enlargement of the deposit area as well as a description of the study and information on the 
deposit including area, volume and sand/gravel content (Figure 3).   
 
An interactive resources calculator and report references are also included in this module (not 
shown) that allows the user to recalculate estimated volumes based on user estimates (e.g. of 
deposit thickness). 
 
 
2.4 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
The survey’s website (http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca) provides a link to the various geological 
resource assessments at weblink: 
 

http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/GIS/gis_and_mapping.shtml .  
 
Access to geological mapping is provided through the weblink to “Geology of Alberta”. These 
interactive geological maps of Alberta permit browse and data query as well as the download of 
the GIS data as set out on Figure 4. 
 
Sand and Gravel 
 
Queries of a specific topic will direct the user to the appropriate section, for example the “Sand 
and Gravel” link on Figure 4 (Edmonton) will lead to a map of the province where the mapping 
has been completed (Figure 1). The aggregate data in digital format can be queried online or 
downloaded in GIS format. 
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Surficial Geology 
 
Selecting the Geology of Alberta” weblink on Figure 4 will lead you to an interactive Geology 
map of Alberta. Deselecting the Bedrock Geology and selection of Surficial Geology in the 
interactive “Query Layer” of the geological information screen provides an index map of 
surficial geology (Figure 5).  Figure 6 is a compilation for southern Alberta east of the Rocky 
Mountains.  Selecting an NTS map sheet (e.g. NTS 83H – Edmonton) and zooming in provides 
further detailed information on the surficial geology (Figure 7).  
 
Bedrock Geology 
 
Selection of  “Geology of Alberta” (first level, Figure 4) and selection of bedrock geology, lakes 
and rivers and NTS grid in the Query Layer control will display the bedrock geology of Alberta 
as shown on Figure 8.  Use of the zoom tool provides for an enlargement of the pictorial picture, 
but unlike the surficial geology module, does not lead to more detailed mapping or other 
information on the bedrock geology. 
 
2.5 Reports/Publications 
 
A complete listing of references is available by selecting “Publications” on the website at 
weblink:  
 
http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/publications/publications_alberta_geological_survey.shtml 
 
Selection of  “AGS Activities & Programs” in the upper left hand corner goes to weblink 
 
http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/default.shtml 
 
Selection of  “Surficial Mapping” in the left hand side of the window transfer to weblink: 
 
http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/activities/surficial_mapping/surficial_mapping.html 
 
an index map of Surficial mapping Figure 8.  Select publications for a complete listing of reports 
surficial mapping publications 
 
A complete listing of Map NTS sheets of resource studies for aggregate sand and gravel plus 
applicable surficial mapping is available through weblink: 
 
http://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/activities/minerals/northern_resource.html 
 
.  Some of these data are available for free by downloading the report in “pdf” format or as GIS 
data.  Ordering by CD or in hardcopy can be done on-line with payment by credit card. 
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2.6 References 
 
Aggregate Resource and Surficial Geology Maps and Reports 
 
1. Title: Aggregate resources maps, NTS 82J 
Open File #1986-17 
Author: Shetsen, I. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council 
 
 
2. Title: Sand and Gravel Resources of the Pelican (West Central Portion of 83P) Map Area, 
Alberta 
Open File #1987-02 
Author: Scafe, D.W.; Sham, P.C.; Ray, C.M. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council  
 
 
3. Title: Sand and Gravel Resources of the Chinchaga River (South Half of 84E) Map Area, 
Alberta 
Open File #1988-15 
Author: Scafe, D.W.; Edwards, W.A.D.; Boisvert, D.R. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/Alberta Geological Survey 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council 
 
 
4. Title: Sand and Gravel Resources of the Peace River Area 
Open File #1991-21 
Author: Scafe, D.W.; Edwards, W.A.D.; Boisvert, D.R. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/Alberta Geological Survey 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council 
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5. Title: Sand and Gravel Resources of the Athabasca Area, Alberta Edwards, W.A.D.; Boisvert, 
D.R.; Pawlowicz, J.G.; Fenton, M.M. 
Open File #1991-22 
Author: W.A.D.; Boisvert, D.R.; Pawlowicz, J.G.; Fenton, M.M. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council 
 
 
6. Title: Mapping and Resource Evaluation of the Tertiary and Preglacial Sand and 
Gravel Formations of Alberta  
Open File #1994-06 
Author: Edwards, D.; Scafe, D 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/Alberta Geological Survey 
Format: Soft Cover  
Additional Information: Alberta Research Council 
 
7. Title: Surficial Mapping & Granular Aggregate Resource Assessment in Northwest Alberta, in 
Summary of Activities 2005 
Author: Rod Smith, Roger Paulen, Alain Plouffe, Chris Kowalchuk, Ryan Peterson 
 
 
Aggregate Policy and Legislation 
 
 
8. Title: Environmental Protection Guidelines for Pits Conservation and Reclamation 
      INFORMATION LETTER 
      November 1996 C&R/IL/96-5 
 
 
9. Title: Conservation and Reclamation  Information Letter Operating A Pit 
       March, 1998 C&R/IL/98-2 
 
 
10. Title: A Guide to the Code of Practice for Pits, October 2004 
Author: Alberta Environment, Edmonton, Alberta. 84 pp 
Product No.: ISBN (printed): 0-7785-3764-1 
ISBN (on-line): 0-785-3765-X 
Pub No.: T/763 
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11. Title: Alberta Aggregate (Sand & Gravel),  March 1,2006 
 Allocation Policy for Commercial Use on Public Land 
 
 
12. Title:  A Guide to “Surface Material” Resource Extraction on Public Land 
 
NOTE: This Guide supercedes “Sifting Through Sand and Gravel” and those 
portions of “Guide for Pits” that refer to public land. 
For updates to this publication refer to any ASRD office or from the 
hyperlink "Public Land Administration" ASRD’s website @ 
http://www.gov.ab.ca/env/land.html 
ISBN No. 0-7785-1395-5 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



Figure 1: Sand and gravel deposits with aggregate resource potential
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Figure 2: Aggregate Deposit Information Edmonton Area (NTS 83H) 
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Figure 3: Detailed Deposit Information Edmonton Area (NTS 83H) 
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Figure 4: Alberta GIS and Interactive Maps
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Figure 5: Alberta – Surficial Mapping Report Index
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Figure 6: Alberta – Interactive Map of Surficial Geology Features
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Figure 7: Detailed View of Interactive Map of Surficial Geology Features
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Figure 8: Alberta - Interactive Map of Bedrock Geology
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3.0 Saskatchewan Aggregate Resources 
 
3.1 Aggregates Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
In Saskatchewan, Sand and Gravel is owned by the property owner under the Sand and Gravel 
Act: Chapter S-5 of  the Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1978, (effective February 26, 1979). 
This Act applies to all lands in the province and to the owners, including the Crown and the 
lands owned by the Crown in right of Saskatchewan. 
 
Sand and gravel on the surface or that which can be obtained by surface operations belongs to 
the owner of the surface who is entitled to all sand and gravel on the surface of the land and all 
sand and gravel obtainable by stripping off the overburden, excavating from the surface or other 
surface operation. 
 
Crown Land 
 
 Quarriable substances (quarry materials) on Crown Land, including sand, gravel and bedrock 
are reserved to the Crown 
 
3.2 Legislation  
 
A copy of the legislation can be  accessed at weblink: 
 
http://www.qp.gov.sk.ca/documents/English/Statutes/Statutes/S5.pdf 
 
Under the Sand and Gravel Act: Chapter S-5, sand and gravel on the surface obtainable by 
surface operations, is part of surface: shall not be deemed to be a mine, mineral or valuable stone 
but shall be deemed to be and to have always been a part of the surface of the land and to belong 
to the owner thereof. 
 
The owner of any mines, minerals, or valuable stone within, upon or under any land is not 
entitled to the sand and gravel rights except where the ownership includes the surface of the land. 
 
Crown Land 
  
The Quarrying Regulations Act, 1957 are administered by the Minister of Mineral Resources, 
and govern the disposal of quarriable substances (quarry materials) on Crown Land, including 
sand, gravel and bedrock. 
 
“Quarriable Substance” means: 

any mineral substance, that is the property of the Crown, which can be quarried and 
includes: bentonite, building stone, clay, granite, gravel, gypsum, limestone, marble, 
marl, sand, slate, volcanic ash, and any other substance declared to be a quarriable 
substance under these regulations. 
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“Quarry” means: 

any open pit or excavation made for the purpose of moving any quarriable substance and 
includes all works etc. below or above ground used in connection with the operation. 

 
“Prospecting Permits” allows exploration and prospecting for quarriable substances for an area 
of  < 25 square miles on land where the quarriable substances are Crown property but does not 
authorize the permittee to remove any substance from such area except that which is required to 
determine whether the area contains any quarriable substance in commercial quantities. 
 

“Quarry Lease” by quarter section, legal subdivision or fraction thereof for not more than 
twenty-one years may be granted by the Minister (also renewable for an additional 21 years). 
 
3.3 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
The Government of Saskatchewan website has a search page for publications (Figure1), which 
allows the user to search for publications available for purchase, or in some cases download in 
PDF format. This search page revealed only one aggregates related report. The report was 
actually a single page summary of an aggregate exploration program carried out by the 
Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) in 1988. 
 
The exploration program involved auger drilling, back hoe trenching, sampling and geophysical 
surveys. The report references an office compilation component consisting of airphoto 
interpretation and compilation of available sand and gravel information including well records, 
soil maps, surficial geology maps and testhole information available from Saskatchewan 
Highways and Transportation. Information derived from the exploration program was to be 
presented on maps with accompanying reports. Further information on this exploration program 
was not located. 
 
The website also has a reference to the Surficial Geology mapping program that provides 
complete coverage of the province from both 1:1,000,000 and 1:250,000 mapping scales. 
 
3.4 Public Access and Availability to Data 

The Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan is available for purchase on CD-ROM from the 
Publications office or for viewing and download from their map server website link (Figure 2). 
The atlas provides an overview geological information and access to several geoscience datasets 
in a Geographic Information System (GIS) format.  

http://www.ir.gov.sk.ca/Default.aspx?DN=3482,3385,2936,Documents 
 
The Surficial Geology selection provides a map view based on 1:1,000,000 and 1:250,000 scale 
of mapping for the whole province (Figure 3).  Identification of aggregate resources requires 
knowledge of surficial geological mapping and interpretation/deciphering of the short-formed 
geological codes used in the legend.  For example most commercial aggregate deposits will 
occur in unconsolidated materials associated with Glaciofluvial deposits labeled as “GF” on the 
surficial geology maps. 
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3.5 Reports/Publications 
 
The reports from the SRC do not seem to be available from the Government of Saskatchewan 
website which does not make any detectable mention of aggregate or sand and gravel  resources. 
 
The Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan can actually be viewed interactively online. Both surface 
(Figure 3) and bedrock geology (Figure 4) can be seen and selected.  There does not appear to be 
any reference or link to sand and gravel resources. Contact with the Department of Highways 
resulted in a circular referral to SRC website. 
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3.6 References  
 
Aggregate Resource and Surficial Geology Maps and Reports 
 
 
1. Title: Surficial Geology and Drift Composition of the Annabel Lake-Amisk Lake area, 
Saskatchewan 
Open File #3026 
Author: Henderson,P.J. 
Product No.: ID: 7079 
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/Alberta Geological Survey 
Format: 202 pages, diskette with 9 appendices in ASCII format.; 1995 
 
 
2. Title: The Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan  
Category: Miscellaneous 
Format: GIS Digital 
Additional Information:  
This is available for purchase on CD-ROM from the Publications office or for viewing and 
download from their map server website link (Figure 2). The atlas provides an overview 
geological information and access to several geoscience datasets in a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) format. 
 
 
3. Title: Aggregate Exploration Program at the Saskatchewan Research Council; in Summary of 
Investigations 1988, Saskatchewan Geological Survey, Saskatchewan Energy and Mines 
Author: MA Simpson 
Product No. : Miscellaneous Paper 88-4 
 
4. Mineral Resource Map of Saskatchewan, 2006 Edition 
Author: Saskatchewan Industry and Resources 
Information: Location of Building Materials including granite, marble, dolomite and limestone 
for cement 
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Aggregate Policy and Legislation 
 
5. Title: Information on Ordering Reports Online 
Author: Saskatchewan Industry and Resources 
Geo-Publications 
200 - 2101 Scarth Street, Regina, SK 
S4P2H9, Canada 
Tel. (306) 787-2528 
Fax. (306) 787-2488 
Web Site. http://www.ir.gov.sk.ca/ 
 
6. Title: Mineral Exploration Guidelines For Saskatchewan 
Author: Saskatchewan Mineral Exploration and Government Advisory Committee 
Format: Digital 
 
 
7. Title: The Sand and Gravel Act, Chapter S-5, An Act respecting Sand and Gravel and Certain 
other Minerals, Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1979 
Author:  
 
 
8. Title: The Quarrying Regulations, 1957, Saskatchewan Regulations 553/67 (effective April 2, 
1957) as amended by Saskatchewan Regulations 554/67, 211/69, 166/71, 51/87, 55/88 and 
90/92; Regulation under the Mineral Resources Act governing disposal of Quarriable substances, 
the property of the Crown. 
Author: Department of Mineral Resources. 
 
 
 



Figure 1: Saskatchewan Publication Search Page
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Figure 2: Saskatchewan Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan
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Figure 3: Online Interactive Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan – Surficial Geology
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Figure 4: Online Interactive Geological Atlas of Saskatchewan – Bedrock Geology
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4.0 Manitoba Aggregate Resources 
 
4.1 Aggregate Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
Aggregates are privately owned except where the subsurface is owned by the Crown. The 
legislation’s broad definition under the Mines and Minerals Act of aggregate as: 
 

 “a quarry mineral that is used solely for construction purposes or as a constituent 
of concrete other than in the manufacture of cement and includes sand, gravel, 
clay, crushed stone and crushed rock” 
 

is significant because the Act requires “private aggregate quarries” to be registered.  See 
Legislation below. 
 
Crown Land 
 
Private companies may produce aggregates from crown land under the authority of a 
quarry permit or quarry lease granted under the Mines and Minerals Act, however the 
Crown reserves the right to withdraw these leasing rights if they deem it necessary. 
 
4.2 Legislation 
 
Aggregate production in Manitoba falls under the Mines and Minerals Act, which can be 
found at the following weblink address: 
 
http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/m162e.php 

Registration of private aggregate quarries is required under Section 196 (1) of this act, 
although the Minister may exempt an aggregate quarry that was in operation prior to 
1991 when the Act came into force. 

Access to Crown land for aggregate production is permitted under the authority of a 
quarry permit or a quarry lease granted under this Act or where a permit is issued by the 
Director of Mines.  
 
The Mines Branch is responsible for ensuring the rehabilitation of pits and quarries in 
Manitoba (Figure 1). Landowners who have a pit or quarry on their property can apply to 
have their pit or quarry rehabilitated through Manitoba's Pit & Quarry Rehabilitation 
Program. This program is funded through levies applied to aggregate producers in 
Manitoba. 
 
The “Quarry mineral rehabilitation levy” is based upon the amount of aggregate quarry 
minerals produced (whether on private or Crown owned lands) and is deposited into the 
"Quarry Rehabilitation Reserve Account".  Expenditures from this fund are used to 
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rehabilitate quarried lands or to cover the government costs in administering the quarry 
rehabilitation program. 
 
Details on the rehabilitation program can be located at weblink: 
 
http://www.gov.mb.ca/iedm/mrd/mines/sustain/quarry.html 
 
Since 1992, the Pit & Quarry Rehabilitation Program over $14 million has been collected 
and expenditures on rehabilitation over that same period have exceeded $10 million. This 
work is overseen by the Mines Branch of the Mineral Resources Division.  The necessary 
heavy equipment are hired under contract. Over 1100 separate rehabilitation projects 
have been undertaken and over 4800 hectares (12,000 acres) of depleted surface-mined 
lands have been rehabilitated to a safe and environmentally productive condition. Many 
of these areas have been restored to agricultural use. Projects also include reclamation of 
degraded areas within Wildlife Management Areas, Provincial Forests, and Provincial 
Parks. 
 
 
4.3 Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
 
One of the major dilemmas of the aggregate industry arises from the economic pressure 
to mine mineral sources as close to the market/population centres as possible. This often 
puts mining of aggregate, a heavy industrial activity, in direct competition with other land 
uses, in the 'public eye', and often in conflict with neighboring residential properties. 
Environmental standards governing the operation of pits and quarries are set out by 
regulation under The Mines & Minerals Act. In addition, the Mineral Resources Division 
has an ongoing program to identify high-potential mineral sources and to prevent their 
sterilization by other incompatible land use developments such as housing. Such 
conservation of known, high-quality sources of aggregate is established as a Provincial 
Land Use Policy under The Planning Act. 
 
See Weblink: http://www.gov.mb.ca/iedm/mrd/mtf/mintaskforce-a.html (Figure 2) 
 
4.4 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
Departmental Responsibility for Aggregate / Granular Resource Inventories are being 
carried out by the Manitoba Geological Survey, Manitoba Science, Technology Branch in 
the Energy and Mines Department.  
 
In general, an inventory area is based on a rural municipality boundary rather than a map 
sheet, as a lot of the work is prepared in support of municipal plan development. 
Mapping is usually at 1:50 000 but can vary, e.g. the recent mapping of the Regional 
Municipality of Grahamadale is at 1:100 000.  
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Methodology 
 
The aggregate inventory was carried out in two stages: office compilation followed by 
field work. Previously mapped deposits were transferred onto 1:20 000 township 
photomosaics (1997 orthophotos). The township mosaics are used as a base on which to 
compile aggregate information from several sources:  
 

1)      Active pit and quarry locations – Mines Branch quarry database 
2)      Quarry lease and withdrawn locations – Mines Branch plat books 
3)      Crown vs. private ownership – Manitoba Crown Lands Branch database 
4)      Pit and sample locations - Geological Survey Pleistocene database  
5)      Pit and sample locations - Department of Highways block files. 
6)      Mineral inventory cards – Geological Survey  

 
Quarries, gravel pits, road cuts and natural exposures are examined during the first part of 
the field examination for types of material, degree of depletion and status 
(active/inactive/depleted). Unopened portions of deposits are inspected and land uses that 
would limit aggregate extraction noted. Site locations are recorded by GPS using UTM 
co-ordinates, as well as section-township-range notation.  
 
Representative samples from sand and gravel deposits are taken for processing by the 
Material and Research Branch of the Department of Transportation and Government 
Services (Highways) under the co-operative agreement initiated in 1998. Bedrock 
quarries are not sampled, however, the GPS co-ordinates of bedrock outcrops are 
recorded. 
 
4.5 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
Reports/Publications 
 
There are a series of Aggregate Reports that have been published and are available to 
purchase from the Manitoba Government (Figure 3).  
 
Aggregate Reports can be found and purchased through online ordering by going through 
the Manitoba Science, Technology, Energy and Mines Department, Mineral Resources 
Division Website’s Publication Sales page, found here (Figure 4): 
 
http://www2.gov.mb.ca/itm-cat/pubsalesall.htm 
 
Selecting "Aggregate Reports" provides a listing of 70 aggregate reports that can be 
ordered on-line at a cost of $5.00 and $10.00 each. 
 
Surficial Geology Maps and Bedrock Geology maps compiled by the Geological Survey 
of Canada and the Manitoba Geological Survey at a scale of 1:250,000 or 1:500,000 can 
be viewed online through an interactive mapping program at weblink (Figure 5): 
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http://www.gov.mb.ca/iedm/mrd/geo/gis/geoscimaps.html 
 
Figure 6 shows a sample of the Interactive Surficial Geology map. 
 
These maps are available to purchase in hard copy or can be downloaded in pdf format or 
as zipped ESRI shapefile (GIS) files. 
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4.6 References  
 
Aggregate Resource and Surficial Geology Maps and Reports 
 
1. Title: Aggregate resources in the Rural Municipality of Cameron 
Author: Groom. H.D. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/ 
Additional Information: in Report of Activities 2000, Manitoba Industry, Trade and 
Mines, Manitoba Geological Survey, p. 217-219. 
 
 
2. Title: Aggregate resources in the rural municipalities of Ste. Anne and Turtle Mountain 
and in the Buffalo Point area 
Author Groom, H.D. 
Additional Information: in Report of Activities 2002, Manitoba Industry, Trade and 
Mines, Manitoba Geological Survey, p. 295-302. 
  
3. Title: Aggregate resources in the Rural Municipality of Wallace 
Author: Berk, P.R. 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: Manitoba Energy and Mines; Mineral Resources Division 
Category: Miscellaneous 
Format: Aggregate Report 85-1, 17 p. + 1 map @ 1:50_000 
Additional Information:  
 
 
4. Title: Surficial geology of Nejanilini Lake, Manitoba 
Author: G.L.D. Matile (2005) 
Product No.: Preliminary Map PMAP2005-4 
Ministry Reference: Miscellaneous/Manitoba Geological Survey 
Format: Digital (parts of NTS 64P5, 12 and 13) 
Additional Information:  
 
 
5. Title: Surficial geology of southern Manitoba (south of 53’) 
Author: G.L.D. Matile and G.R. Keller 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: Miscellaneous/Manitoba Geological Survey 
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: www.gov.mb.ca/itm/mrd 
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6. Title: Aggregate resources in the Rural Municipality of Grahamdale, Manitoba 
Geoscientific Map  
Author: H.D. Groom. Manitoba Geological Survey 
Product No.: MAP 2006-1 
 
 
7. Title: Surficial geological investigations in the Kasmere–Putahow lakes area, 
northwestern Manitoba (parts of NTS 64N10, 11, 14 and 15) 
Author: G.L.D. Matile 
Product No.:  
Ministry Reference: 
Category: Miscellaneous/Manitoba Geological Survey 
Format: Digital 
Additional Information: Report of Activities 2006, Manitoba Science, Technology, 
Energy and Mines 
 
 
8. Title/ Source: http://www2.gov.mb.ca/itm-cat/pubsalesall.htm  - Main site for ordering 
reports and maps for aggregate resources in Manitoba 
 
 
Aggregate Policy and Legislation 
 
9. Title: Summary of Provincial/Federal Natural Resource Planning Activities, East Side 
of Lake Winnipeg Planning Area, East Side Planning Initiative, 2004 
Author: Brian Wilkes and Associates Ltd. 
Ministry Reference: Appendix 8.15, Summary of Departmental Planning Activities 
Additional Information: Summary of Provincial/Federal Natural Resource Planning 
Activities, East Side of Lake Winnipeg Planning Area 
 
 
10. Title: Quarry Minerals  Regulation, 1992, Mines and Minerals Act (C.C.S.M. c. 
M162) 
 
 



Figure 1: Manitoba - Pit & Quarry Rehabilitation Program 
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Figure 2: Manitoba - Aggregate Industry Overview
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Figure 3: Manitoba - Index of Aggregate and Surficial Geology Reports
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Figure 4: Manitoba - Online Publication Sales
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Figure 5: Manitoba Geological Survey GIS Map Gallery
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Figure 6: Manitoba - Online Interactive Surficial Geology Map
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5.0 Ontario Aggregate Resources 
 
5.1 Aggregates Ownership 
 
Private Land – the aggregates are privately owned except where the sub-surface rights are 
reserved to the Crown. In parts of Ontario designated under the Aggregate Resources Act, pit 
and quarry operations on private land are subject to the Act and an operating licence or a 
wayside permit (short term permit for public authority projects) is required. 
 
Crown Land – minerals on Crown Lands, including the aggregates, are reserved to (owned by) 
the Crown and Administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) under the Aggregate 
Resources Act.  Aggregate Permits are required for extraction of aggregates on Crown Lands. 
 
Jointly: Private Land (Surface Rights only) or on Leases of Crown Land, the sub-surface 
mineral rights including aggregates are reserved to the Crown and aggregate extraction is subject 
to the Aggregate Resources Act.  An Aggregate Permit is required for any extraction activity. 
 
5.2 Legislation  
 
Aggregate Resources Act 
 
The Ministry of Natural Resources has primary responsibility for management of aggregate 
resources in Ontario. Aggregates are any combination of sand, gravel, or crushed stone, and are 
essential for construction and such manufactured products as glass and paint.  
 
The Aggregate Resources Act can be viewed at weblink: 
 
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90a08_e.htm 
 
The former Pits and Quarries Control Act, 1971, was replaced by the Aggregate Resources Act 
in 1990. The Aggregate Resources Act:  

• Provides for the management of aggregate resources of Ontario  
• Controls and regulates aggregate operations on Crown lands and private lands  
• Requires the rehabilitation of land from which aggregate has been excavated, and  
• Minimizes the adverse impact of aggregate operations on the environment.  

 
The Act requires a complete public and agency review of any potential environmental impacts 
resulting from any new aggregate operations on private land and provides a system of 
monitoring, inspection and enforcement of regulatory requirements over the life of an operation.  
 
Aggregate operations on Crown land are subject to requirements under the Aggregate Resources 
Act. Most private land in southern Ontario, including the Greater Golden Horseshoe Greenbelt, 
is designated, as are the Sudbury, Wawa and Sault Ste. Marie areas of northern Ontario.  
 
Effective January 1, 2007, the Act was extended to all private land in southern Ontario and parts 
of central and northern Ontario not previously covered  – including: 
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• all of Muskoka and Parry Sound districts and Haliburton County; and  
• parts of Algoma, Nipissing, Sudbury, Manitoulin and Thunder Bay districts as well as 

parts of Renfrew, Peterborough, Hastings, Frontenac, and Lennox and Addington 
counties.  

 
With these new designations in effect, most significant aggregate resource production areas in 
Ontario fall under the act.  
 
Regulations governing aggregate extraction, including the designation of areas under the Act, 
can be viewed at Weblink: 
 
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/rules.html . 
 
The Aggregate Resources Act includes a series of Standards (Figure 1) that govern the 
application format and development of extraction operations in Ontario  
 
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/standards.html 
 
Other Legislation has a significant effect on development of aggregates in Ontario (Table 1). 
 
This legislation can be viewed at Weblink: 
 
  (http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/legislation.html) 
 
 
5.3 Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
 
 Departments/Branches/Agencies with responsibility for Aggregate Resources include: 
 

1. Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) – Aggregate Resources Act and Mineral 
Aggregate Resources Policy Statement 

2. Ministry of Transportation (MTO) – Aggregate Resource Permits for aggregate 
extraction on Crown Land in areas not designated under the Aggregate Resources Act.  

3. The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation (TOARC) - a Non-Government agency 
responsible for the collection and disbursement of licence fees from pit and quarry 
operations in designated areas under the Aggregate Resources Act, in association with  
MNR. 

 
Licensing and Permitting 
 
MNR’s Natural Resource Management Division’s role provides for: 

• The development, implementation and review of policies, procedures and legislation 
governing the management of aggregate resources within the province of Ontario;  

• Direction and interpretation to field staff, industry, municipalities, government agencies, 
consultants, the public and senior management within MNR;  
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• Education and training to MNR staff, industry, stakeholders and other ministries, boards 
and agencies; and  

• Liaise with other provincial and federal jurisdictions with respect to aggregate resource 
management.  

 
MNR’s Field Services Division (District Offices) employs Aggregate Inspectors whose 
responsibilities include: 

• The processing of applications for the approval for licences, permits, licence transfer, site 
plan amendments and related documents;  

• Conduct pit and quarry inspections and audits of aggregate operations to ensure that 
licensees and permittees are in compliance with the Aggregate Resources Act, the site 
plans, and that progressive rehabilitation is being carried out;  

• Enforcement of offences under the Aggregate Resources Act by the issuance of 
suspension notices, rehabilitation orders and/or revocations of permits and licences;  

• Participate in hearings related to aggregate licence applications under the Aggregate 
Resources Act before the Ontario Municipal Board for private land or before the Mining 
and Lands Commissioner for Crown land permit application; and  

• Administer other aspects of the aggregate program (e.g. including complaint resolution, 
education and training and participation in municipal land-use planning).  

 
Conservation Officers whose responsibilities include: 

• Investigation and prosecution of offences under the Act, in conjunction with the 
Aggregate Inspectors  

 
Natural Resource Planners, Biologists, Ecologists, Foresters whose duties include: 

• Participation in the municipal planning process through the Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing to ensure that aggregate resources are protected and made available; 

• Review of applications and amendments with respect to the protection of natural heritage 
features, to ensure that adverse impacts of aggregate operations on the environment are 
minimized." 

 
MNR has delegated to the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) the authority under the Aggregate 
Resources Act for the issuance and management of wayside permits and aggregate permits, 
where the aggregate is required for provincial road projects. MTO’s role related to these permits 
include: 

• Processing applications for permits, site plan amendments, etc. and issue related 
documents;  

• Conducting inspections and audits of aggregate operations to ensure that they are in 
compliance with the Act, the site plans, conditions of the permit, and that rehabilitation is 
being carried out; and  

• Enforcement of offences under the Aggregate Resources Act (e.g., suspension notices 
and rehabilitation orders). 
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Land Use Planning 
 
Mineral Aggregate Resources Policy (MARPS) was the first Provincial Policy Statement in 
Ontario issued under the Planning Act in 1986.  It has undergone various changes since that time 
and has been joined by policy statements on other natural resources (e.g. petroleum, hazard 
lands, archaeology, wetlands, ecology etc.).  Municipal planning must be in accordance with the 
provincial policy statements and balance to the extent possible any conflicts between the policy 
statements.  The Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) is the adjudicator where conflicts arise 
between proposed development and protection of natural resources. 
 
 
5.4 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
Systematic granular resource evaluations conducted by the Ontario Geological Survey were first 
implemented in the 1970’s.  The results have been published in a series of  “Aggregate Resource 
Inventory Papers (ARIP)” (Figure 2) commencing in 1979 with published reports providing 
coverage for most of southern Ontario (see Figure 3). The Ontario Geological Survey is under 
the umbrella of the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM). 
 
The inventory work program includes: 
 
1. Office Component: Interpretation of aerial photography and surficial geology specific to 
Aggregates to identify and determine the surface expression and topology of potential aggregate 
deposits. Review bedrock mapping to identify potential bedrock formations suitable for 
construction uses. 
 
2. Field Work: includes Surficial Mapping (Ground Truthing) and Aggregate Programs with an 
emphasis on mapping and testing of aggregate deposits including collection and classification of 
samples of sand, gravel and bedrock potentially suitable for use in construction. 
 
Sampling Methods include: sampling of existing pit or quarry faces and hand dug or excavated 
test pits.  Collection of sand & gravels samples recovered from boreholes or bedrock from 
diamond drill holes. Field data is supplemented with information from Well Water Records and 
other test pit or borehole data where this is available. 
 
The level of confidence in the sampling and information is indicated in the text of the reports.  
 
3. Laboratory (Analytical) Programs may include some or all of the following analyses: 
a) Grain Sizes using the Metric (Wentworth) or Standard (Engineering) screen sizes 
b) Petrographic Analysis (Rock Quality of Aggregates and identification of potentially 
deleterious mineralogies) 
c) Alkali Reactivity Testing (concrete mortar bar testing to identify potential long-term reactions 
between the cement paste and reactive minerals such as amorous silicates. 
 
Deposits with potential for further extractive development or those where existing data are 
scarce, are studied in greater detail. Representative sections in these deposits are evaluated by 
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taking 11 to 45 kg samples from existing pit faces or from test pits. The samples are tested for 
grain size distribution, and in some cases the Los Angeles abrasion and impact test, absorption, 
magnesium sulphate soundness test and detailed petrographic analyses are carried out. These 
analyses were often performed in the laboratories of the Ontario Ministry of Transportation. 
 
5.5 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
Aggregate Resource information (e.g. Aggregate Resource Inventory Papers (ARIPs), Aggregate 
Resource Inventory Maps (ARIMs) and Open File Reports (OFRs) can be ordered by phone 
from Publication and Sales at the MNDM (Figure 4). The ARIPs and OFRs are available only in 
hard copy.  The ARIMs are available in digital GIS format and are supplied on DVD. 
 
Internet Availability/Website 
 
Indexes listing ARIPs/ARIMs (per Figure 3) and Open File Reports are posted on the MNDM 
weblink (4) at: 
 
http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/mndm/mines/ 
 
and are available for order by phoning the MNDM Publication Sales Office. 
 
Navigating the Website 
 
The MNDM website is a little difficult to navigate until finding the Mines and Minerals Division 
Page. Once there, the site can be navigated fairly easily, to locate available publications and 
digital data at weblink:  
 
http://www.geologyontario.mndm.gov.on.ca/ 
 
This page (Figure 5) takes on the form of a search engine.  Under “Publication Title” select 
“contains word” and type in “aggregates”.  To narrow down the search type in a range of years if 
known, under “Publication Year”.  Other parameters, if known can also be entered to narrow 
down the search. 
 
Legislation governing aggregate extraction and Land Use Policies protecting aggregates and 
other natural features are administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources. 
 
General Aggregate Resources information is easily accessed on the MNR weblink (Figure 6) at: 
 
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/  
 
The Aggregate Resources Act and other related legislation that affects aggregate extraction ( 
Table 1 and Appendix 1) is located at weblink: 
 
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/DBLaws/Statutes/English/90a08_e.htm ). 
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The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation (TOARC) collects statistical information on 
aggregate production and rehabilitation.  Information on the Aggregate industry is released in an 
annual report on aggregate production, rehabilitation and reclamation of and abandoned pits and 
quarries can be obtained from the TOARC (Figure 7) weblink at: 
 
http://www.toarc.com/ 
 
 
5.6 Reports/Publications 
 
Aggregate Resource Inventory Papers cover most of southern Ontario as shown on the attached 
Index Map (Figure 2) issued by the Ontario Geological Survey (MNDM). The ARIP’s contain 
information on material type, thickness, area, volume, surficial drainage, overburden type and 
thickness. The ARIP’s include reports that describe the make up of the resources and their 
potential uses (e.g. Concrete, hot mix, etc.). These aggregate resource reports are accompanied 
by a series of maps in hard copy. 
 
MNDM also makes the digital data from these maps available in GIS format in files referred as 
Aggregate Resource Inventory Maps (ARIMs).  
 
Open File Reports (OFRs), which can be purchased in hard copy format from MNDM, are 
similar to ARIPs, but are not as complete or finalized.  The purpose is to release the data as soon 
as practical to assist municipal planning or provincial construction projects. 
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Table 1 - Other Legislation Affecting Aggregate Extraction 
 Source: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/legislation.html 
 

Legislation  Jurisdiction  Purpose Effect on Aggregate Extraction 
Activities 

Conservation 
Authorities 
Act  

Provincial  To establish a program to 
conserve, restore, develop 
and manage watersheds  

• Restricts alterations to rivers, 
streams, and creeks through the 
Lakes and Rivers Improvement 
Act, administrated by the 
Conservation Authority  

Endangered 
Species Act  

Provincial  Provide for the 
conservation, protection, 
restoration and 
propagation of species of 
fauna and flora that are 
threatened with extinction  

• Forty-two species are listed in 
regulation under the Act.  The 
species and habitat are 
protected from wilful harm or 
destruction.  

• Some examples are (e.g. 
Loggerhead Shrike, Blue Racer 
Snake, Bald Eagle, Prickly Pear 
Cactus, American Ginseng)  

Environmental 
Assessment 
Act  

Provincial  To provide for the 
protection, conservation 
and wise management of 
Ontario ’s environment  

• Crown aggregate dispositions 
are reviewed subject to MNR’s 
Class EA for Resource 
Stewardship and Facility 
Development Projects  

• Proposals for aggregate 
extraction on private land must 
be designated by regulation  

Environmental 
Bill of Rights  

   

Provincial  To protect and restore the 
natural environment and to 
protect people's right to a 
healthy environment  

• Requires posting of licensed 
aggregate extraction proposals 
and decisions on Ontario 
Environmental Bill of Rights 
Registry for at least 30 days  

Environmental 
Protection Act  

Provincial  To provide for the 
protection and 
conservation of the natural 
environment  

• Dust emissions must meet the 
standards as set out in 
Regulations  

• Noise is considered a 
contaminant and should meet 
the requirements under the 
Municipal Noise Control By-law  

• Regulates crushers, asphalt 
plants, concrete-batching plants, 
screeners, drilling and blasting 
etc  

Fisheries Act  Federal  The proper management 
and control of the 
fisheries, the conservation 

• Where fish habitat is identified, 
requires review by Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans or 
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and protection of fish and 
the protection of fish 
habitat, and the prevention 
of pollution  

Conservation Authority.  

Greenbelt Act  Provincial  To protect 
environmentally sensitive 
and agricultural land in the 
Golden Horseshoe  

• Maximum allowable disturbed 
must be maintained and in the 
Natural Heritage System, 
enhanced rehabilitation is 
required  

Migratory 
Birds 
Convention 
Act  

Federal  Protection of migratory 
birds and nests  

• Ensures that habitat sites are 
not disturbed or destroyed 
during nesting periods (e.g. 
Swallows, Great Blue Herons)  

Mining Act  Provincial  To encourage prospecting, 
staking and exploration for 
the development of 
mineral resources  

• Prospectors can stake mining 
claims and bring the property to 
lease under the Mining Act  

• Minerals other than aggregate, 
require a closure plan under the 
Mining Act for extraction to 
occur  

Niagara 
Escarpment 
Planning & 
Development 
Act  

Provincial  Provide for the 
maintenance of the 
Niagara Escarpment as a 
continuous natural 
environment  

• Strict planning approvals in 
place  

• Also designated as a "World 
Biosphere Reserve" by UNESCO  

Oak Ridges 
Moraine 
Conservation 
Act, 2001  

   

Provincial  To protect the ecological 
and hydrogeological 
integrity of the Oak 
Ridges Moraine area  

• Restricts development of sand 
and gravel operation in certain 
areas  

• Ensures strict adherence to 
rehabilitation standards  

• No below water extraction can 
take place on new sites in the 
Natural Linkage Area  

Occupational 
Health and 
Safety Act  

   

Provincial  Identifies the 
responsibilities of owners, 
constructors, employers 
and employees in all 
matters of health and 
safety  

• Requires protection for 
inadvertent access to a pit or 
quarry  

• Regulates the maximum vertical 
heights of pit & quarry faces  

• Regulates the storage of 
explosives and magazines 
containers  

• Provides for worker safety 
around equipment  

Ontario Water Provincial  To provide for the 
protection of water 

• Aggregate operations require 
permits to take water and 
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Resources Act  

   

supplies  discharge water off site  

Planning Act  Provincial  Provides for land use 
planning  

• Must have regard to provincial 
policy statements issued under 
this Act  

• Licences under the Aggregate 
Resources Act cannot be issued 
unless the location of the site 
complies with the local zoning 
by-law  

Public 
Transportation 
and Highway 
Improvement 
Act  

Provincial  Placing structures or 
buildings adjacent to a 
Class 1 highway  

• Regulates the approval of 
entrances and exits to a pit or 
quarry site adjacent to provincial 
highways through a permit 
process  

Species at Risk 
Act  

Federal  To protect and manage 
wildlife species at risk  

• No person can destroy and 
endangered and threatened 
species or there habitat  

Technical 
Standards and 
Safety Act, 
2000  

Provincial  To enhance public safety 
by providing for efficient 
and flexible administration 
of technical standards  

• Regulates placement of fuel 
storage tanks and fuel handling 
in aggregate sites  

 
Source: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/legislation.html 
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Product No.: 
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Format: Digital - 48p., 1.3 MB 
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Figure 1: Ontario Aggregate Resources – Provincial Standards
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/standards.html
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Figure 2: Aggregate Resource Inventory Paper
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Figure 3: Ontario Aggregate Resource Inventory Map Index

http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/mndm/mines/ims/pub/order_e.asp
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Figure 4: Ordering Publications
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Figure 5: MNDM Data Search Page
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Figure 6: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources:
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Figure 7: The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation 
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Figure 8: Ontario Aggregate Resources Act - Designated Areas
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6.0 Quebec Aggregate Resources 
 
6.1 Aggregates Ownership 

Broadly speaking, the province owns the mineral substances and grants mineral exploration or 
mining rights to applicants, who are generally companies. Landowners, except as specified below, 
generally do not own mineral substances.  

Definitions:  

Aggregates means: 
• Sand 
• Gravel 
• Yellow soil 
• Black soil 
• Crushed gravel 
• Moraine 
• Clay 
• Inert mine tailings 
• Other unconsolidated deposits 

 
Surface mineral substances (SMS): 

• peat;  
• sand, including silica sand;  
• gravel;  
• limestone;  
• calcite;  
• dolomite;  
• common clay and argillaceous rocks used in the manufacturing of clay products;  
• all types of rocks used as dimension stone, crushed stone, a source of silica, or in the 

manufacture of cement;  
• every mineral substance that is found in its natural state as a loose deposit (excluding tilth 

but including inert mine tailings) when these substances are used for construction 
purposes, for the manufacture of construction materials or for the improvement of soils.  

 Private Land 
 
In certain cases, a landowner may also own certain mineral substances for domestic use such as 
sand, gravel, or building stone. If the land was granted or alienated by the State for purposes other 
than mining prior to January 1, 1966, then the landowner is the owner of these substances and can 
market them as they wish, as long as they comply with the environmental standards and municipal 
by-laws, among others.  
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Crown Land 
 
The Minister of Natural Resources and Wildlife (Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune - 
Direction des titres miniers) administers access to State owned lands and minerals under the Mining 
Act. 
 
Jointly: Private/Crown 
 
Where the surface rights are held by the landowner, these rights include the sand and gravel 
resources if the grant was issued prior to 1966.   
 
6.2 Legislation 
 
The Mining Act is administered by the Minister of Natural Resources and Wildlife Resources. 

The Mining Act deals with the management of mineral resources and the granting of exploration 
rights for mineral substances during the exploration phase. It also deals with the granting of rights 
pertaining to the use of these substances during the mining phase. Finally, the act establishes the 
rights and obligations of the holders of mining rights to ensure maximum development of 
Québec’s mineral resources.  

The necessary information that mining stakeholders require: regarding their rights, obligations and 
the procedures to be followed for compliance with the legislation can be accessed under the 
following topic: 

• Claims;  
• Mining leases and concessions;  
• The exploration and mining of surface mineral substances;  
• Conversion, substitution and amalgamation.  
 

To explore for aggregates or minerals on lands under the jurisdiction of the province, permission 
to access the land must acquired through a claim(s). The “Claims” publication deals with the 
exploration and mining of surface mineral substances and provides information about the terms 
and conditions for granting, exercising and renewing any rights related to these activities.  
  
The exclusive right to explore for all mineral substances, including surface mineral substances, is 
covered by the claim. Nevertheless, this exclusive right does not include sand, gravel and other 
substances that occur as natural unconsolidated deposits. 
 
Depending on the type of substance to be extracted, a mining lease or a lease to mine surface 
mineral substances will be required to permit extraction. Legislation provides for two types of 
mining rights: 

• the non-exclusive lease, where the substance is sand (with the exception of silica sand 
used for industrial purposes), gravel, inert mine tailings or any other unconsolidated 
deposit used for construction purposes;  

• the exclusive lease, where these same substances are used for industrial purposes or for 
crushing in the context of an industrial activity, and for any other surface mineral 
substance that is not covered by the non exclusive lease.  
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In addition, the Minister of Natural Resources and Wildlife may authorize a person who does not 
hold a lease, to mine a fixed quantity of surface mineral substances for a limited time. 

 
Mining lease 

To obtain a mining lease, the claim holder must establish the existence of indicators of the 
presence of a workable deposit and describe the nature, extent and probable value of that deposit. 
Applications should be submitted at the Office of the Registar at one of the regional offices of the 
Department. The initial term of a mining lease is 20 years, and it can be renewed every 10 years 
while mining continues.  

The holder of a mining lease is required to:  
• pay an annual rent;  
• submit a mine site rehabilitation plan before starting mining work;  
• begin mining work during the four years following the date on which the lease is issued;  
• carry out exploration or mining work each year worth at least $35/hectare;  
• remit information on mining activities.  

The online publication entitled "Mining lease and concession":  
• sets out the procedure for obtaining and renewing a mining lease;  
• defines the rights and obligations of leaseholders;  
• describes the various authorizations that are required before building a processing plant, 

and choosing storage and tailings sites;  
• sets out the details regarding the requirements that comply with the site rehabilitation and 

restoration plan and the subdivision of the surface area.  

Lease to Mine Surface Mineral Substances  

Legislation provides for two types of mining rights:  
• the non-exclusive lease, where the substance is sand (with the exception of silica sand 

used for industrial purposes), gravel, inert mine tailings or any other unconsolidated 
deposit used for construction purposes;  

• the exclusive lease, where these same substances are used for industrial purposes or for 
crushing in the context of an industrial activity, and for any other surface mineral 
substance that is not covered by the non exclusive lease.  

No lease to mine surface mineral substances is issued for longer than 10 years, except for the 
harvesting of peat, where a 15-year lease can be issued. Leases are renewable while extraction 
continues.  

It is not mandatory to hold a claim to extract surface mineral substances in order to determine the 
mineability of a deposit. However, an authorization to mine without a lease is required. The 
duration of the authorization will be less than one year.  
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Regardless of the type of lease, the holder must: 

• apply for a forest work permit if clearing of the site is necessary;  
• pay the required fees based on the quantity and nature of the substances;  
• submit a reportto the Department four times a year, showing the quantities extracted daily.  

The online publication entitled The Exploration and mining of surface mineral substances 
describes the procedure for obtaining, holding and renewing rights relating to mining of surface 
mineral substances.   
 
6.3 Granular Resource Inventories 

Since its creation in March 2006, the Bureau de l’exploration géologique du Québec (BEGQ) has 
been responsible for acquiring new geological knowledge throughout Québec. Its work focuses on 
developing Québec's mineral potential in order to encourage mineral exploration and the renewal 
and diversification of its mineral resources.  

This work includes the evaluation of the potential for all mineral resources (metals, stone, 
aggregate, peat, etc.) including dimension stone and unconsolidated deposits. 
 
Industrial minerals and stones produced in Québec in 2005 include: chrysotile asbestos, ilmenite 
and titanium slag, graphite, mica, rock salt and brine, clay minerals, peat, silica, as well as 
limestone, dolomite, and marble. 
 
The Weblink at: 

http://www.mrnf.gouv.qc.ca/english/publications/mines/potential/2004-appendix-1.pdf 
 
references Appendix I of the Report on Mineral Exploration Activities in Québec 2004, that 
contains information on location and a summary of commodities and production tonnage of 
producing mines and architectural stone quarries in Québec.  A map of the architectural stone 
quarry locations can be viewed at Weblink (Figure 1): 
 
http://www.mrnf.gouv.qc.ca/english/publications/mines/architectural/architectural-quarrying.pdf 
   
Figure III (in Appendix I of the on Mineral Exploration Activities in Québec 2004) shows the 
location of active quarries and mines of industrial minerals and stone, as well as producing 
peatlands in Québec (Figure 2). Table III in Appendix I provides a brief description of each 
operation. 
 
6.4 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
The Quebec Government, Natural Resources and Wildlife Resources website has a section 
dedicated to mines which includes a section on geology (Figure 3). This section of the website 
includes information on the mining industry and a Geological Overview (Figure 4). 
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Information on Exploration Rights (Figure 5) and Mining Rights (Figure 6) can be found and 
appropriate documentation can be downloaded from the website. 
 
There is also a Geoscience Database (SIGEOM, Figure 7) on the website, which is a spatially 
referenced geo-mining information system. This system contains all the geoscience data 
accumulated in Québec over the last 150 years. It allows users to search for data based on specific 
criteria, and to obtain customized maps in the desired format. The first step is to choose a search 
category (Figure 8). Once this is chosen, the user can narrow down their search based on various 
criteria such as Geological Description, Deposit or Quarry Status among many other parameters 
(Figure 9). 
 
This system can also be used to search for geological publications which can then be ordered in 
hard copy or downloaded in digital formats. 
 
There no section specifically dedicated to aggregates, which makes it difficult to ascertain whether 
or not there is a specific government aggregate resources management plan. This also makes it 
difficult to track down information on aggregates except through the SIGEOM search tool. This 
becomes increasingly difficult if one is not comfortable with the French language. 
 
6.5 Reports/Publications 
 
Through the use of the SIGEOM database, reports and publications can be located and obtained 
online. There are various reports that contain geological, and aggregate information, however 
there does not seem to be a comprehensive series of reports about aggregates.  Aggregate reports 
appear to have been completed “on an as needed basis” in response to a demand for a particular 
resource. The available aggregate reports and publications contain various attributes such as 
material type, thickness, area, volume, surficial drainage, overburden type and thickness. 
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Figure 1: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Architectural Stone Quarries



Figure 2: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Peat Deposits, Industrial Minerals and Stone Quarries



Figure 3: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Mines
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/aggregates/standards.html



http://www.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/english/mines/quebec-mining/qc-mining-overview.jsp

Figure 4: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Geological Overview



http://www.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/english/mines/rights/rights-exploration.jsp

Figure 5: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Exploration Rights



http://www.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/english/mines/rights/index.jsp

Figure 6: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Mining Rights



http://www.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/english/mines/geology/geology-databases.jsp

Figure 7: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Geoscience Database



http://sigeom.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/signet/classes/I1102_indexAccueil?l=a

Figure 8: Quebec Aggregate Resources – SIGEOM Categories



http://sigeom.mrnfp.gouv.qc.ca/signet/classes/I1102_index

Figure 9: Quebec Aggregate Resources – Search Criteria 
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7.0 New Brunswick Aggregate Resources 
 
7.1 Aggregate Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
Regulatory control of aggregate extraction on private lands is variable.  There does not 
appear to be any regulatory control if the land grants included the sand and gravel or 
minerals rights.  There is a notable exception and that relates to land that lies within 300 
metres (above or below high tide mark of the shoreline. 
 
Crown Land 
 
The Mining Act (S1.1(1) states that in all grants in the province where the mines and 
minerals have been reserved to the Crown, then all the sand, gravel and clay minerals are 
property separate from the soil and ownership of such minerals is vested in the Crown.  
The effect of this clause is to vest the sand and gravel rights in the Crown, unless the land 
Grant specifically included rights to the minerals or sand and gravel. 
 
The Mining Act (S1.1(2) specifies that all sand, gravel, clay and soil taken from 
Crown Lands and used or to be used for their chemical or special physical properties, or 
both, or taken for contained minerals, are minerals and therefore subject to the Mining 
Act. 

In New Brunswick, the Minister of the Department of Natural Resources, through the 
Quarriable Substances Act and Regulation 93-92, controls the extraction of all quarriable 
substances on Crown lands and that area of the shoreline that lies within 300 metres 
above and 300 metres below the ordinary high water mark.  

7.2 Legislation 
 
In New Brunswick, The Mining Act (S1.1(1) and S1.1(2) have been described above and 
outline the Crown ownership of sand and gravel and other minerals.  
 
In addition, the Minister of the Department of Natural Resources, through the Quarriable 
Substances Act and Regulation 93-92 controls the extraction of all quarriable substances 
on Crown lands and that area of the shoreline that lies within 300 metres above and 300 
metres below the ordinary high water mark. 
 
Crown land aggregate materials in New Brunswick may be acquired by one of the 
following regulatory procedures:  

Written Authorization - applies to extraction from existing pits and quarries for 
amounts less than 1000 tonnes for a period not exceeding 30 days.  
Quarry Permit - applies to extraction from new or existing pits or quarries for a 
period ending on December 31st of the same year of issue.  
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Quarry Lease - a third procedure available to acquire the rights to Crown land 
quarriable substances. It differs from the authorization and permitting process in 
that a lease will provide a company exclusive rights to a pit or quarry located on 
Crown land. The term of the lease can vary up to a maximum term of ten years. 
To secure a quarry lease, the company must be able to demonstrate the need for 
exclusive use (i.e., to secure their investment in equipment, etc.). 

 
7.3 Departmental Responsibility for Aggregates 
 
The Quarriable Substances Act provides the Minister of Natural Resources with the 
authority to manage tenure, exploration, development and production of quarriable 
substances on Crown Lands. Quarriable substances include ordinary stone, building or 
construction stone, sand, gravel, peat, clay and soil. 
 
The Act also allows the Minister to designate shore areas lying outside Crown Lands to 
be subject to the Act. 
 
7.4 Granular Resource Inventories  
 
The index map of New Brunswick Granular Aggregate Inventory Program (Figure 1 and 
Figure 2) can be accessed at weblink: 
 
http://www.gnb.ca/0078/minerals/Surficial_Mapping_Granular-e.asp 
 
The program was initiated in 1974 in order to outline alternative sources for concrete 
sand in the Moncton area, which would be significantly impacted by the impending 
(April 1, 1975) closure of provincial beaches to aggregate extraction activities. The 
inventory program was subsequently extended to the remainder of the province. The field 
mapping and sampling part of the program was completed in 1986.  
 
Methodology 
 
Mapping was based on the federal 1:50 000 scale National Topographic System maps for 
the province. There were three components to the inventory process:  
 

1) Office work such airphoto interpretation to identify landforms (surficial 
classification) and potential deposits;  

2) Field Work including surficial mapping, test pits and sampling; and 
3) Laboratory Work such as grain size or petrographic analyses. 

 
Reports consisted of:  

1) Brief description of the bedrock and surficial geology of the study area;  
2) Description of the types and general characteristics of the granular aggregate 

deposits   
3) Appendices containing section descriptions, the results of grain-size and 

lithological analyses and;  
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4) Estimated recoverable reserve volumes for each specific deposit.  
 
Map coverage (Figure 1) is available for all of  New Brunswick's granular aggregate 
resource area at a NTS - 1:50,000 scale. This is equivalent to 94 full and partial map 
sheets. The number of samples collected per map sheet averages 26 per sheet but for 
some sheets up to 75 samples were collected and analysed. Geotechnical data, including 
grain size sieve analysis and other related information such as petrographic values is 
available for 2413 sample sites.  Resource estimates are provided for 1800 sites, but the 
estimates are approximate. 
 
Surficial Geology Maps 
 
Surficial maps and reports (Figure 3) include data about the physical and chemical 
composition of soil, glacial till, sand and gravel, and weathered bedrock. This 
information plays a significant role in aggregate and mineral exploration industrials.  
 
The Geological Surveys Branch (GSB) of the Department of Natural Resources oversees 
the Government’s surficial geology program. The program’s key objective is to provide 
the surficial geology framework for mineral exploration and land use management in 
New Brunswick. To meet this objective, the GSB: 

• produces 1:50 000-scale maps showing the distribution of surficial materials and 
landforms in New Brunswick; 

• conducts geochemical surveys of till, soil, stream sediment, water, humus and 
vegetation; 

• locates and investigates sand and gravel deposits; and 
• provides Government and the private sector with data and advice applicable to 

hydrogeological studies, environmental assessment, land use planning, and other 
aspects of landscape management. 

 
Bedrock Aggregate Resources Data  
  
Bedrock aggregate resource mapping is available for about 40% of the province 
(equivalent to 39 full or partial NTS 1:50 000 scale sheets). Bedrock sample sites per map 
sheet can varied from 2 to 65 (average 8) depending on geology and proximity to a 
primary market demand area. Data is available for 750-bedrock sample sites and includes 
basic engineering data at most sites.  Average number of samples per sheet would be 8." 
 
7.5 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
Reports/Publications 
 
Reports and publications are available for including: 

• Granular Aggregate Inventory Maps (Figure 1);  
• Granular Aggregate Inventory Reports (Figure 2); and 
• Surficial Geology Maps (Figure 3),  
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Report attribute data includes: deposit material type, thickness, area, volume, surficial 
drainage, overburden type and thickness, etc.).  
 
A summary map of Surficial Geology (Figure 4) at a scale of 1:500,000 can be viewed in 
pdf format at Weblink: 
 
http://www.gnb.ca/0078/minerals/pdf/Surficial_Mapping_NR_8.pdf. 
 
Similarly, a summary map of Bedrock Geology (Figure 5) at a 1:500,000 scale can be 
viewed in pdf format at Weblink: 
 
http://www.gnb.ca/0078/minerals/pdf/Bedrock_Geology_MapNR1-e.pdf 
  
Atlas of Granular Aggregate Resources 
 
The "Atlas of Granular Aggregate Resources, New Brunswick" was published in 1987 
following the completion of the Provincial aggregate inventory. This atlas comprises 
simplified (summary) aggregate maps at 1:100 000 scale. Each map corresponds to an 
individual NTS map, or to parts of two or more maps.  Cross-referencing to the 
corresponding aggregate report(s) and accompanying map(s) is provided. The atlas 
includes a reference list of all Granular Aggregate Inventory Reports.  
 
On-Line Databases 
 
A Number of geoscience databases are available online, including: Bedrock core and 
Borehole information, Mineral Occurrences and Granular Aggregate Resources. 
 
The Granular Aggregate Database at Weblink 
 
http://www1.gnb.ca/0078/GeoscienceDatabase/GranularAgg/GranAgg-e.asp 
 
(Figure 6) can be used to retrieve information on the granular deposits including: 
Description, Sound and Unsound Lithologies, CSA and ASTM Engineering Testing and 
Sieve analyses. The Search engine can be refined based on Deposit Type, Exposure Type 
and NTS Map Sheet. 
 
Access to publications via the website is possible by via the standard search engine 
“PARIS” (Figure 7), or by selecting the desired map sheet from the online index map 
(Figure 8). While the indexes can be viewed and downloaded from the website, the 
reports and maps themselves cannot be downloaded and must be purchased separately. 
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Figure 1: New Brunswick – Granular Aggregate Inventory Map Coverage
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Figure 2: New Brunswick – Granular Aggregate Inventory Report Coverage
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Figure 3: New Brunswick Index Map – Available Surficial Geology Maps
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Figure 4: New Brunswick Surficial Geology 1:500,000 Scale
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Figure 5: New Brunswick Bedrock Geology 1:500,000 Scale
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Figure 6: New Brunswick Granular Aggregate Database
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Figure 7: New Brunswick Publications Search - PARIS
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Figure 8: New Brunswick Publications Search by NTS
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8.0 Nova Scotia Aggregate Resources 
 
8.1 Aggregate Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
Under the Nova Scotia Mineral Resources Act, sand, gravel and stone (including building 
stone) are not Crown minerals. In order to open and operate a sand/gravel pit or a crushed 
rock quarry, the surface rights for the property must be held by the owner/operator of the 
quarry or arrangements must be made with the landowner to develop the pit or quarry. 
All other minerals are reserved to the Crown. 
 
Crown Land 
 
On lands owned by the Crown, the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources is 
responsible for the administration of sand, gravel, stone and minerals.  
 
8.2 Legislation 
 
Establishment of pits or quarries on private land is subject to the approval of the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment. Regulation of health and safety procedures in an 
operating pit or quarry is the responsibility of the Nova Scotia Department of Labour. 
 
Under the Crown Lands Act, a permit is needed for the removal, for commercial sale, of 
more than 5,000 cubic metres, or 7,000 metric tonnes, of inland aggregate (fill, gravel, 
class 'A' gravel, sand, riprap stone, armour stone, and marble ships) from Crown Lands in 
Nova Scotia. 
 
Pits and Quarries on Crown Land are regulated under the Mineral Resources Act in Nova 
Scotia and various permits and licences include: 
 

• Nova Scotia Inland Aggregate Removal Permit (for more than 5,000 cubic 
metres or 7,000 metric tonnes) 

• Nova Scotia Inland Aggregate Removal Permit (for not more than 5,000 cubic 
metres or 7,000 metric tonnes) 

• Nova Scotia Beach Aggregate Removal Permit (for not more than 10 cubic 
yards) 

• Limestone extraction from Crown Lands requires a Mineral Extraction 
Licence 

 
8.3 Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
 
The management of Aggregate Resources on Crown Land in Nova Scotia  is the 
responsibility of the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources Mineral Resources 
Branch as set out at Weblink: http://www.gov.ns.ca/natr/meb/ic/ic20.htm - 10 
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On private land, operation of a pit or quarry requires that permission be obtained from the 
Nova Scotia Department of the Environment. Regulation of health and safety procedures 
of an operating pit or quarry is the responsibility of the Nova Scotia Department of 
Labour. (See Mineral Rights, Landowners, and Mineral Exploration, by Nova Scotia 
Department of Mines and Energy, February 1986.) 
 
8.4 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
Granular resource inventories include the following: 
 
1970's:  Province- wide sand and gravel mapping at 1:50 000 Scale including sampling 
and sieve testing.  Early reports include: Sand and gravel maps & report for Pictou 
County / Map Scale 1:125 000 
 
1980's: Sand and gravel mapping for Cape Breton Island (Cape Breton / Inverness / 
Victoria / Richmond Counties), Map Scale 1:125 000, plus sample testing (grain size, 
petrographic, soundness and abrasion tests). An evaluation of tidewater aggregate sources 
was also undertaken and included grab sampling and testing of bedrock in several 
strategic shoreline locations with potential for exporting aggregate.  
 
1990's: Sand & gravel and bedrock maps & report for Cumberland and Colchester 
Counties, Map Scale 1:50 000, including sampling and testing (e.g. grain size, 
petrographic, soundness and abrasion tests).  A diamond drilling program in Cumberland 
County included 20 drill holes to assess bedrock potential near Amherst.   
 
2000's: Bedrock aggregate mapping and report for Halifax- Dartmouth region (Halifax 
County) / Map Scale 1: 100 000 
 
8.5 Public Access and Availability to Data 
 
Reports/Publications 
 
Mineral Resources Branch (MRB) maps and publications (Figure 1) are for sale from the 
DNR Library in Halifax. Many of these maps and publications are also available in 
HTML, PDF or other digital formats (See Appendix 1) and can be viewed on-line or 
downloaded FREE through the NovaScan database. 
 
Geoscience information on Nova Scotia aggregates is available from two on-line 
databases containing bibliographic geoscience information (Appendix 2) that can be 
accessed at Weblink: 
 
http://www.gov.ns.ca/natr/meb/pubs/pi_nvscn.htm 
 
NovaScan (Figure 2) is the provincial database of geoscience maps and publications for 
Nova Scotia maintained by the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, Mineral 
Resources Branch.  
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The database currently contains over 14,000 records of maps and publications produced 
by or collected by the Mineral Resources Branch. Information contained in NovaScan 
includes: 

• Geologically indexed records of all the geoscience documents produced or 
collected by the Mineral Resources Branch (and its predecessors), including:  

o Maps of geology, geochemistry, geophysics, mineral deposits, mineral 
rights 

o Publications (bulletins, economic geology series, memoirs, papers, reports 
o Open File releases (illustrations, maps, reports)  
o University theses (B. Sc., M. Sc., Ph. D.) 
o Mineral exploration assessment reports and mining property reports 

• NovaScan can be searched by Title, Author / Organization, Subject, Area, Map 
Sheet (NTS), Map Type, Document Type, Document Number, Year and Scale. 
See Figure 3. 

• NovaScan is updated monthly as new geoscience maps, publications, open files, 
theses, mineral exploration assessment reports and mining property reports 
become available  

• Note that NovaScan contains only records of maps and publications produced by 
or collected by the Mineral Resources Branch (and its predecessors). NovaScan 
does not contain any records of Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) maps or 
publications. GSC records on Nova Scotia can be searched in the GEOSCAN 
database  
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Figure 2: Nova Scotia Geoscience Publications, Maps and Digital Products
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Figure 3: Nova Scotia - NovaScan Database Search Engine
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9.0 Prince Edward Island – Granular Resources 
 
9.1 Legislation 
 

Minerals Exploration Permit is needed to explore for Minerals and a permit can be obtained 
from the Department of Environment, Energy and Forestry at Weblink: 

 
http://www.gov.pe.ca/infopei/index.php3?number=20136&lang=E 

This program delivers a system for tracking & regulating the establishing and operating of 
excavation pits to obtain sand, gravel, stone, shale, etc. A copy of the form can be obtained at 
Weblink: 

 
http://www.gov.pe.ca/forms/pdf/47.pdf 

 

9.2 Bedrock Geology 
 
The geological history of the Island has not lent itself to the development of granular - 
aggregate resources. The island geology consists of hematite (iron) stained sandstones and 
conglomerates that are only moderately consolidated and while they may be used as borrow 
pit (fill) materials, they are generally unsatisfactory for use as a construction aggregate.  As a 
result the majority if not all of the aggregates used in construction in the province are 
imported to the Island. 
 
9.3 Surficial Geology  
  
The glaciation of the province did not produce any appreciable amount of surficial cover and 
very little aggregates derived from other sources.  Surficial Geology mapping is available in 
GIS Data format from Department of Environment, Energy and Forestry (Dept. of EEF).  A 
sample surficial geology map (in pdf format) can be viewed at Weblink:  
 
  http://www.gov.pe.ca/photos/original/1973_sur_geo.pdf 
 
The Data Format includes: Shp, Mid/Mif at a unit cost of $50 payable to the Department of 
Provincial Treasury.  The GIS Price List can be viewed at Weblink: 
 

 http://www.gov.pe.ca/gis/index.php3?number=77867 
  
The contact information for the Dept. of EEF can be viewed at Weblink: 
 

http://www.gov.pe.ca/phone/index.php3?number=861 
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9.4 Aggregate Resources 
 
The general lack of aggregate resources was confirmed by various word searches of the 
Provincial Website as follows. 
 
A key word search for the word “granular” at the Provincial Weblink:  
 
 http://www.gov.pe.ca/search/index.php3?currenttab=0&words=Granular 
 
resulted in 16 hits but only one reference to construction aggregates.  This was a reference to 
the use of “granular” in the construction of Manure Storage facilities, Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
A key word search for the word “aggregate” at the Provincial Website: 
 

http://www.gov.pe.ca/search/index.php3?currenttab=0&words=aggregate 
 
produced 12 hits. Only two were relevant and referred to the “aggregate delivery system” and 
the importation of aggregate at the Borden-Carleton Fabrication Yard used in the 
construction of the Confederation Bridge (Strait Crossing). 

  
An excerpt concerning the wharf and fabrication yard is described at Weblink:  
 

http://www.gov.pe.ca/infopei/index.php3?number=67743&lang=E 
 
Excerpt from Web Site: 

 
Water: The public wharf in Borden-Carleton is owned by the federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans and administered by the local Port Authority. The public wharf 
offers the following services: salt water, lights, navigation beacon, 110 V and 220 V 
power, unloading hoist, ramp, and garbage collection. 
 
The nearest container port is in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
 
The private wharf at the Fabrication Yard was built in 1994 with additions made in 1996. 
It is a robust dock capable of sustaining heavy loads and is equipped with an excellent 
system for transporting components. The wharf is well-suited for the fabrication of 
concrete and steel components and the importation of aggregates. 
 

The wharf consists of a 307 m approach causeway and a concrete crib F-shaped jetty 
structure. The wharf has tracks for passage of transporter sledges capable of carrying 
components weighing up to 8,000 tonnes. On the east portion of the wharf, there is a 
conveyer system for the unloading of aggregate. 
 
The wharf is located in tide water and easily accessible to major shipping routes. This 
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facility does not require any dredging to maintain and the water line extends to the end of 
the jetty. There are 4 berthage areas as follows (length by depth):  

• 112 m length by 4.9 m depth  
• 123 m length by 6.2 m to 7.3 m depth  
• 93 m length by 5.5 m depth  
• 103 m length by 3.5 m to 5.5 m depth  

The ice conditions in the Northumberland Strait at Borden-Carleton allow for ease of 
movement of non-icebreaking vessels from April to December each year. This is an 
added convenience of the Borden-Carleton location as the harbour remains open for 
much of the year. 

 
A key word search for the word “aggregate” at the Provincial Website: 

 
http://www.gov.pe.ca/search/index.php3?currenttab=0&words=aggregates 

 
results in four hits, of which only two refer granular “aggregates”, one of which was the 
Fabrication Yard at Borden-Carleton referenced above and a fourth reference is to the 
Department of Transportation and Public Works Minerals Laboratory at Weblink: 

  
 http://www.gov.pe.ca/tpwpei/index.php3?number=1001595 

  
Excerpt follows: 

  
Transportation and Public Works - Materials Lab (Last updated October 5, 2004) 

 
 This Section provides material quality control and quality assurance services for the 

Department out of lab facilities located in Mount Stewart and Summerside. 
 
This Section is also responsible for providing technical support in ensuring quality 
assurance testing for materials incorporated into the transportation infrastructure.  

Provide Quality Control/Quality Assurance testing of;  
• Soils,  
• Aggregates,  
• Asphalt cement  
• Ashphaltic concrete,  
• Portland cement concrete,  
• Field supervision of highway construction and highway maintenance projects,  
• Inspection of highway construction and highway maintenance projects, both 

during and after completion.  
 
Provision of expert technical advice to regional engineering staff to aid in the 
preparation of design, estimates and contract documents.  
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Pre-construction investigations, sampling and testing for the development of structural 
design and preparation of contract documents.  
 
Perform deflection testing on selected pavement test sites to monitor pavement strength 
and advise on the implementation and removal of Spring Weight Restrictions.  
 
Evaluation of highway construction projects by assessing test data and inspection reports 
for compliance with contract specifications and testing the validity of structural design 
assumptions.  
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10.0 Newfoundland & Labrador Aggregate Resources 
 
10.1 Aggregates Ownership 
 
Private Land 
 
Private lands include the sand, gravel and stone resource only if the original Crown Land Grant 
included the mineral rights (e.g. Fee Simple Grants) or made specific reference for the inclusion 
of to sand and gravel in the rights being granted. Otherwise, the property ownership is limited to 
the immediate ground surface and all rights to the minerals, including aggregates, industrial 
minerals and building stone are reserved to the Crown. The Act can be found at weblink: 
 
http://www.hoa.gov.nl.ca/hoa/statutes/m12.htm 
 
Crown Land  
 
Granular aggregates on Crown Land are administered by the Newfoundland and Labrador 
Department of Natural Resources under the Quarry Materials Act, 1998. Information on the Act, 
regulations, including application forms, quarry maps and production statistics can be accessed at 
weblink:  
 
http://www.nr.gov.nl.ca/mines&en/mqrights/quarryrights.stm 
 
 
Industrial minerals are administered by the Department of Natural Resources under the Mineral 
Act, RSNL 1990 Chapter M-12 which can be accessed at weblink: 
 
http://www.hoa.gov.nl.ca/hoa/statutes/m12.htm 
 
Jointly: Private/Crown 
 
Operation of pits and quarries (extraction) on lands, where the surface rights are held privately 
but where the subsurface aggregate or mineral rights are vested in the Crown, are administered 
under the Quarry Materials Act. Permission of the surface rights owner is required for access to 
the underlying quarry or mineral materials. 
 
10.2 Legislation 
 
Departmental Responsibility 
 
Extraction of mineral aggregates is administered by the Director of the Mineral Lands Division, 
Department of Natural Resources, under the Quarry Materials Act, 1998. 
 
"Quarry Material” means: a substance used in its natural form for civil construction or 
agricultural purposes and includes clay, sand, gravel, rock, soil, peat and slag but does not 
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include slate, marble, granite and similar stone used as dimension stone which is administered 
under the Mineral Act.  

 
Quarry Permit 

  
A quarry permit may be issued for the extraction of quarry materials on Crown land where the 
operation will not last more than a year. A subordinate permit may be issued to another user for 
the same site subject to the approval of the first permit holder.   A department of government 
may apply for a quarry permit. 
 
Beach Permit 
 
The province has an extensive coastline and historically the majority of the settlements are 
located in coastal areas.  Historically, the coastal beaches provided a nearby source of 
aggregates, however often this resulted in coastal erosion.  Commencing in the mid 1970’s 
efforts was made to relocate all commercial extraction to inland locations. This was 
accomplished by mapping of inland sources of aggregates and publication of this information for 
the benefit of local contractors.  
 
Local residents may still apply to the Minister for a beach permit to quarry, excavate, remove 
and dispose of quarry material from a beach provided: 

a) the removal of the quarry material is for non commercial use;  
b) the quarry material to which the beach permit applies is vested in the Crown;  
c) the beach permit is for a period of not greater than 30 days; and  
d) an application is made in the required form and is accompanied by the required fee. 

 
Exploration Licence  
 
An exploration licence under Section 4 (1) of the Act can be obtained for the purpose of 
sampling, assaying and testing quarry material on Crown Land that is not under current permit or 
lease.  
 
Quarry Leases 
 
Quarry leases Section 8 (1) of the Act may be obtained for long-term quarrying not exceeding 20 
years, subject to the payment of rent based upon area under lease and payment of royalty based 
upon the quality and quantity of material excavated and removed from the site. 
 
Quarry Permits and Leases are subject to S. 25 (e) of the Regulations which provide for the 
minister to prescribe: “the restoration and rehabilitation requirements” for areas from which 
quarry materials are removed and providing for a requirement for a surety to ensure restoration 
and rehabilitation. 
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10.3 Resource Management (Land Use Planning) 
 
Information on mineral and aggregate resources is reviewed by the Department of Natural 
Resources as a component of their input to municipal planning exercises.  In addition, 
applications for Crown Lands are reviewed before the issuance of a Crown Land Grant. 
Aggregate resource inventories and geological mapping are available to assist municipal land use 
planning and to ensure adequate aggregate resources are available for future use. 
 
10.4 Granular Resource Inventories 
 
The process of compiling Aggregate Inventories can be divided into three parts; Office work 
such as Air photo interpretation, Field Work, such as Surficial Mapping, Test Pits, and Sampling 
and Laboratory Work such as Grain Size or Petrographic Analyses.  
 
1. Office: Interpretation (Airphoto) for topology 
Airphoto Interpretation specific to the identification of potential areas to explore for aggregates 
 
 
2. Field Work: Surficial Mapping (Ground Truthing) 
 
Surficial geology and Aggregate mapping is available the majority of the Island (Figure 1). This 
mapping provides data on the aerial distribution of various types of material and landforms found 
at the surface. Surficial Geology maps are largely derived from the interpretation of aerial 
photography and are supplemented with a variable amount of field checking.  
 
Some of the mapping includes a “reliability diagram” which provides a measure of the amount of 
field checking. Each map has a detailed legend attached that describes the characteristic of each 
sediment type and features encountered including a genetic category that defines the sediment 
type (e.g., glacial, fluvial, aeolian), and a morphological modifier (category) that describes the 
surface expression of the deposit (e.g., veneer, blanket, hummocky, fan). Selection of a particular 
map sheet on the on-line interactive map (Figure 1) provides a summary of the surficial and 
aggregate inventory work for that map area.  
 
3. Aggregate Geology Maps  
 
Aggregate mapping is available for most of the traveled portions of the Province including the 
Island (Figure 2) and Labrador (Figure 3). These index maps provide the name of the author, 
year of report and map number for each field area (Figures 4 and 5).  Information in these reports 
includes mapping to outline sand and gravel deposits and categorization of each deposit by their 
potential as an aggregate producing area (e.g. with Zone 1 having the highest potential). Recent 
maps commonly include grain size and petrographic data. Potential reserves of material are 
approximated based on the aerial extent and estimated depth of deposits based upon natural or 
man-made exposures. Detailed descriptions are commonly provided in associated Current 
Research articles. 
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Bedrock aggregate mapping based upon bedrock geological mapping (Figure 6) define rock 
types suitable for construction aggregate uses, including class A and B material, rip-rap, asphalt 
and concrete. The suitability of individual rock types is defined on the basis of physical 
characteristics (e.g., hardness, grain size, fractures, and mineral constituents), petrographical 
properties (e.g., petrographic number) and chemical/mechanical properties (e.g., abrasion, 
soundness, alkali reactivity). Some aggregate maps include this data. Data for other areas may be 
found in associated Current Research articles or may be obtained from the Terrain Sciences 
Section, Geological Survey Branch, Telephone (709) 729-5634. 
 
4. Laboratory (Analytical) Programs: 

a) Grain Size Analysis (Sieving - Metric (Wentworth) 
• Field sieve analyses 4mm to 32mm retained fractions 
• Laboratory analyses on 4mm to 0.064mm (4phi) fraction.   

      b) Petrographic Analysis (Rock Quality of Aggregates) of the pebble (16-32mm) fraction 
collected in the field. 

       c) Alkali Reactivity Testing: Not conducted on a routine basis, however tests have been 
conducted on samples from some site specific locations such as potential sources of 
concrete aggregate proposed for construction of the Hibernia concrete drilling platform. 

 
10.5 Public Access and Availability to Data / Internet Availability 
 
The Department of Natural Resources has available their “Online Access to Maps and Reports of 
the Geoscience Resources of Newfoundland and Labrador” through a series of “Index” maps 
(Figure 5). In this section of the website, a search for reports in the Geofiles (Figure 7) can be 
carried. This allows the user to search for documents based on criteria such as NTS Sheet, 
Geographic Area, Company, Author, Keyword and Nomenclature. These documents can then be 
purchased by phone or in some cases viewed online and/or downloaded. 
 
There is also an interactive map called the Newfoundland and Labrador Mineral Resource Atlas 
(Figure 8) that is accessible through the Newfoundland Geological Survey website at 
 
http://gis.geosurv.gov.nf.ca/    
 
Analytical data of field samples can be obtained on-line through the Mineral Occurrence 
Database System (MODS) (Figure 9), including grain size and petrographic analyses.  
Information can also be from the Terrain Sciences Section, Geological Survey Branch. 
 
10.6 Reports/Publications 
 
Both bedrock and surficial geology mapping and documentation are available through the 
Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey website 
(Figure 10). 
 
Quarry maps are available for reviewing on The Newfoundland and Labrador Geoscience 
Resources Atlas (Figure 7) and are also on file with the Mineral Lands Division (3rd floor, 
Natural Resources Building, 50 Elizabeth Avenue, St. John's).  
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A PDF of an Index to Current Surficial Mapping, Newfoundland and Labrador can be found at 
weblink: 
 
 http://www.nr.gov.nl.ca/mines&en/geosurvey/maps/surficialindex.pdf . 
 
Both Bedrock and Surficial and Aggregate Geology maps for Newfoundland and Labrador are 
currently available through the Newfoundland website by searching two index maps available 
online. The maps are listed by NTS map sheet, and are mostly at scales of 1:50,000 or 1:250,000. 
Maps are available as blue line, printed black line or colour maps, and digital on demand colour 
maps. For ease of searching, information is listed by 1:250,000 scale NTS map sheet, and is 
divided into 4 separate categories under the headings of Ice Flow, Surficial Geology and 
Aggregate Geology. A section of pertinent Current  
 
Aggregate Geology Maps  
  
These maps provide data on granular or bedrock aggregates within an area. Granular aggregate 
maps outline sand and gravel deposits, and categorize each deposit by their potential as an 
aggregate producing area, with Zone 1 having the highest potential. Recent maps commonly 
include grain size and petrographic data. Sample data, including grain size and petrographic 
analyses, related to other map areas can be obtained from the Terrain Sciences Section, 
Geological Survey Branch, Telephone (709) 729-3888. 
 
Potential reserves of material are approximated based on the aerial extent and depth of natural or 
man-made exposures. Detailed descriptions are commonly provided in associated Current 
Research articles.  
 
Bedrock aggregate maps define rock types suitable for construction aggregate uses, including 
class A and B material, rip-rap, asphalt and concrete. The suitability of individual rock types is 
defined on the basis of physical characteristics (e.g., hardness, grain size, fractures, mineral 
constituents), petrographical properties (e.g., petrographic number) and chemical/mechanical 
properties (e.g., abrasion, soundness, alkali reactivity). Some maps include this data. Data for 
other areas may be found in associated Current Research articles or may be obtained from the 
Terrain Sciences Section, Geological Survey Branch. 
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Figure 1: Newfoundland Index to Surficial Geology and Aggregate Maps
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Figure 2: Newfoundland Index to Current Surficial and Aggregate Mapping
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Figure 3: Index to Aggregate Mapping in Labrador
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Figure 4: Enlargement of Index to Surficial and Aggregate Mapping for SW Nfld.
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Figure 5: Enlargement of Index to Aggregate Mapping for Southeast Labrador
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Figure 6: Newfoundland Index to Bedrock Geology Maps
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Figure 7: Newfoundland and Labrador Geofiles Database
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Figure 8: Newfoundland and Labrador Mineral Resource Atlas
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Figure 9: Newfoundland and Labrador Mineral Occurrence Data System (MODS)
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Figure 10: Newfoundland and Labrador Geological Survey
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